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Fourfirmsvie for.Univ.·Center project
·

BY AMY ZVWICKI

·

has offices in California and New
York. ·
Last Thursday, Xavier adminis"All· of the ideas and proposals
trators and the president of the Stu- submitted.by the firms were impresdent Government Association sive;'' said Jim Landers, director of
(SGA) met to listen to proposals . Physical Plant.
_.from four architectural firms for the..
''Some firms obviously had betdesign of the.new UniversityCen- ter ideas and approaches than othter, which is scheduled for comple- ers, especially the Cincinnati firms.
tion in 2001.
They knew what they were dealing.
Thefourfirmsincompetitionfor with firsthand.''
the project are Opus Architectural
The project is still in the prelimiand Engineering Firm from Minne- . nary stages.and, as of yet, no. firm
apolis; KZF, Inc., a Cincinnati- has been chosen.
"Right now we are really just·
based firm; McGill Smith Punshon,
a Cincinnati-based firm; and Hardy evaluating· the proposals made by
HolzmarfP£eiffer Associates, which .each ·firm and are . looking at the
Campus News Editor

models they provided;' said Desiree
Demonbreun, president of Student
Government Association. "From
the models I have seen,.it is obvious that a Jot of thought and time
has gone into the project."
Administrators debated whether
the existing center should be renovated or a new one should be built.
"After receiving student input
and researching the renovation of
the center itself to includ.e. the things
students desired, they found that it
would be more beneficial to just do
a new University Center," she said;
Once the idea for the new center was brought forth; a 1993 mar-

keting class conducted surveys
among student peers to access what
students wanted in the new University Center.
From these surveys, it was determined that students wanted all
student organizations, such as ·
Multicultural Affairs, Commuter
Services, SGA, Student Activities
Council and The Newswire, to be
located within one building.
Students also expressed a need
for a 24-hour computer lab and
food service area. Suggestions
were also made to incorporate a
sports bar, fast food resta'.urants and
some type of printing l!nd graphics

design service.
·
"These ideas along with others
were submitted to the architectural
firms to include in the models and
proposals," said Demonbreun.
"But, as of yet, nothing has been
finalized or approved.'~
"I am confident that student input will go into the final decision
for the center," she said.
The firm chosen will work with
a $12 million budget acquired
through private donations to make
the proposal a reality.
A name has yet to be chosen for
the new center.
See Center, Page 2

North Lot to
close next week

BUBBLES .AT. ARTS. HAPPENING

Expanded Cohen Lot opens
BY MICHELLE MANASSAH
News Writer

.
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Students have fun with bubbles during last Friday's Arts Happening on the residential nialL
·
See Arts, Page 3

SGA shores up depleted reserves
StudentSenators expected a larger rollover this year
retreats, banquets, equipment and other
miscellaneous costs.· According to
Student Government Association Roderick Hinton, financial manager,
President Desiree Demonbreun an- that.account would typically have
nounced Monday that she will bail out $8,000 at this time of year.
depleted student senate reserves with
Senate had been expecting a large
$6,000 from accounts under her con- rollover - about $20,000 - to use to
shore up account reserves. The actual
trol.
"It's a gift from me to you, my ba- · rollover of $23,000, however, was used
hies, because I love you to death," she largely to meet commitments made by
last year's executives and to purchase
told senators Monday.
In the Sept. 21' meeting, Andrew new SGA computers. Only $5,000 was
McDonnell, chair of the financial affair~ available to student senate, which was
committee, expressed concern to .his used to put organizational reserves into
fellow senators regarding the solvency the black at the beginning of the school
of student senate's accounts. The ac- year. Reserves had been almost $5,000
count used for special requests from in the red. ·
clubs had only $250 remaining.
"That'sjust poor fiscal management
The account in question; called or- on b\!half of senate to spend $10,000 in•
ganization reserves, serves as the re.: one month," said Hinton.
source for all clubs who make special .: "We got put in an awkward position
requests of senate for things such as club this year with rugby ... because they

BY CHAD ENGELLAND

Editor-in-Chief & Publisher

couldn't come to us with a budget request last year, because they were suspended ..That wasri't their fault," said
McDonnell. Rugby was awarded
$5,421 from organization reserves.
SGA has a yearly budget of
$430,000 or 1 percent of tuition revenue
from all full-time undergraduates. Of
that amount, $144,100 is made available to dubs and student events. That
breaks down into $110,000 for initial
organization allocations, $10, 100 for
organizational reserves, $ I',000 for new
organization reserves, $20,000 for trips
and conferences and $3,000 for miscellaneous programs.
Executives have a budget of$28,000,
which pays for their stipends and the
many programs they run. The $6,000
will be culled from the executive accounts.

See Senate, Page 3

The construetion of the
Cintas Center, underway
since May, has necessitated
parking changes of every
kind., On Thursday, Oct. 8 at
· 8 a:m,·; one more change will
be felt when the North Lot
behind Kuhlman closes until
Spring 2000.
Accordin'g
to
Bob
Sheeran, project representative for the Cintas Center, the
Jot will be used for materials, equipment and access to
the site.
To compensate for this
Joss, the north and east sides
of the parking lot at Cohen
have been expanded to incorporate about 600 additional
parking spaces.
These additional spaces at
Cohen will more than offset
the loss of the North Lot,
which will remain accessible
for fire and safety reasons
and will maintain handicap
spaces.
"We will put up a chain
link fence all the way to P~
cific Avenue. The whole site·
will be enclosed for safety
reasons," he said.
Sheeran stressed the importance of keeping the site
visible, but students will not
be able to walk through the
construction zone.
The closing of the lot also
means an increase in trailers
that will be parked adjacent
to the building site. Most of
the initial work will be unL.

derground, relocating utilities and inserting drilled piers
for building support.
Once the North Lot closes
to students, the main access
. for the construction trucks
will .b~ .through· Pacific Avenue: Students will access
Cohen through Cleneay Avenue.
"Students won't have to
worry about trucks coming
through their parking and
vice versa," said Sheeran.
Construction workers
have been working since
May to bring dirt from the
new parking area in Cohen to
the construction site in order
to raise the ground level.
They have added four feet to
the area closest to Kuhlman
and 16 feet to the area known
as the pit.
With phase one just about
·complete, phase two is set to ·
begin shortly. "The emphasis will be in getting the
building into a skeleton system and the skin," said
.· Sheeran. "The next year will
be the interior of the building.''
.
The front of the building
will line up with the face of
Kuhlman and the back will
line up with the middle of
Buenger. The sides will face
the edges of the North Lot
and Pacific Avenue.
According to Sheeran, the
entire 32 acres of land for the
site will include a large number of additional parking
spaces.

© 1998 The Xavier Newswire
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iibrary area to include other statues in future

>-E-mail:

>News Room: 745-3122

statue to :be -installed

BY KARA BENKEN ·

Scholarship

..

All full-time undergraduate students may apply for the Fredin
Memorial Scholarship Program. The program provides for a full
academic year, a half~year or a semesteTof studies at the Sorbonne
in Paris, France. Prior knowledge of French is highly desirable, but
is not required. Some restrictions may apply. For further ·information or to pick up an·application, stop by Alter 124. Deadline for.
applications is Monday, Nov. 2.

Freshman elections
Today is the final day to vote in the freshman senate elections.
·voting will take place from 8 a.m."12 p.m."in the lobby of Alter
Hall; from 12-2 p.m. in front of the Grill, from 2-4p.m. in CBAand
from 4-7 p;m. in front of the cafeteria. There are 11 candidates
running. Results will be posted atthe information deskThursday·
evening at 10 p.m.

·Ping-pong-a-thon
.Xavier's Habitat for Humanity is planning a two-week service
trip to Africa for spring 1999. On Monday, Oct. 5, in an effort to
help raise funds; they are having a ping-pong-a-thon. Pliiy wilfgo
from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. outside the cafeteria in the University Center. ·
Participation costs $1.
···

... Managing Editor

An accessible courtyard featur~
. ing several sculptures, the first of •
which represents the ,need for
prayer and healing for women who
have had abortions, will be unveiled
behind McDonald Library this fall.
Constructi.on on the courtyard commenced last week after plans for the
sculpture garden were finalized.
Dedic~tion.of the.first sculpture;
whiCh was designed by' 1969
· Edgecliff graduate Barb.ara Trauth, .
is planned for late November. The
statue, entitled."Dance of Tears,'; is
of three feminine spirits, all of
which are teaching to heaven. According to Trautl,,Jhey represent the
body, mind. and 's(;li1, three area's
affected by a woman's abortion.
Each figure's stomach is shadowed,
· representing a !Oss.
'Rev. Michael Graham, S.J.,:vice
president of University Relations,
de.scribed the statue as a memorial
sculpture dedicated to women who .
struggle with .decis.ions involving '
abortion both before and after. ·
'.The statue represents the sense .
of longing for healing and whole~
ness for women who have had abor" Our Lady

will

'

~.

'
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'Gr~~~~~ninvitationtoprayermore·.·

makeover by late :November

if·
· ...· ·

All phone lines
be shut off on Friday, Oct. i fr~m 7-8 p.m.
. than action· for the prolife move. Th~ Our Lady of Victory
A member of the class who
In addition, in order for the system to be upgraded, the Xavier VAX .· .. ment It would be narve to say the .
statue and area, which looks originally donated. the statue is
· will notbe accessible frol115:30~9:30 p.m. Once completed,, pro-.
·s.~!ue)tself.is J1()t prolife, but it}s ,· downth~hiHside over Victory .. funding the.renovatiqns. Be-.
·./f~~sing.i1?w~r. ,<~~ ~h~ )'~~.will inc;reas~. by
aliqw.ing:
~only in1a broa~,'inclusive sense,''
· Park\V~Y to.~~rd th~ ~~~~erfleld,. . caus~ ~he
proj~cts, (li~r~ry
for better response time. ·
·· ·he-said.: .
.
.
. . .
wiilalso be receiving a'facelift ~ourtyard
'stai:u.e)
· :.Graham..~hohass~nphotos6f
·this·falt ·
··:·.
•were.broughtupai;the same··
th~ sculpture but-not the statue it". . · · De~icated in June.1946 ~s a · time,:lhe .university coritracted
. self, described. the shadows as a
war memorial to those alumni · . the projects.together:: . Thus;.the
. .
. .
. ·,·
. . .
. .
.
.
.
..
.
.
..
"presence that's. an .ab~'enc¢!'
who ·died in World War II; .the. ··Macy statue:w,ill also be finished ....
.
Trauth
refert"ed
to
the
highlights
as.
·
.
figui'eofMarfholdingJesus
has .. in Iafo ·Novemb~r;·possibty )n .
.The. bookstore is observing bann.ed book. week through. Satur~: ..·
: been overl~oked recently; due ·time for:Homecoming.
.
day, Oct. 3~ All in-stock banned books will be 25 percent off and · "very subtle," saying, "you'd ha~e
to see it.'' .. ·
..
.
mosily to its inaccessibility.
. ."With such.big projects as the
anyone purchasing two banned· books will receive a free pin. For
. Planned improvements include University Center and the Cintas
: "I have done several sculptures
- :··more information.call 745-3312.
·
· ·
with a genocide the1ne and had con~ . •~ · renovating the area leading up Center, there is .significant re~
sidered 'doing memorial to the . ' ; to the statue, such as· stairways ' building oflarge sweeping areas
and sidewalks.
· of campus. We are attempting
unborn and the .women who .have
The original statue' included'' ti:>· humanize. those .big . spaces
·experienced this, bu.t I .was relucOn Tuesday, Oct. 6 at 7:30 p.m., the Senate Relations Commita wooden plaque listing the ·with nooks and idiosyncrasies
tant to portray a subject so vast and
tee will sponsor a public forum in the Downunder to hear a'ny stu, so profound. I didn't want to
names of Xavier's war heroes, such as.these," S!,!.id Rev. Michael
dent concerns. Pizza will be served. Any questions, call 745-3094.
· trivialize it," Trauth said. She was
wh.ich will be recast in bronze Graham, vice president for Uni:· inspired by Stravinsky's "Right of
. and placed again on the statue.
versity Relations .•
Spring" for the exact design of the
sculpture.
,.
Construction and landscaping
Trauth approached the univer- and has opened up an opporti.mity
sity about the possibility of a place · · for this expression," said Trauth. "I wiU also jnt,:lude. sla~ing specific
for the statue .. The university ap~ give a lot of credit to Edgecliff for areas for. future sculptures to be
Saturday, Sept.19, 4!15 a.m.
proved plans for the sculpture gar- . my.art; music and arthistory back- commissioned; donated and placed
Xavier Campus Police were made aware of a student sleeping or
over the next several years.
den
last wi.nter. The sculpture, 'ground."
passed out in the basement of a home in the 1000 block of Dana
· ''Our
intent
which
was
completed
last
May,
"Yill
is for students. to use
When
completed,
the
statue
will···
Avenue. The subject had been drinking and was escorteq. back to
'
.
his room.'
·
'
.
: remain i.n storage until·November?s : be placed at the axis where the path this as a quiet, meditative space,
: .
·· ciedicatfon:
· : winding from the .academic mall . which is near to the heartof cam.
Monday, Sept. 21, ~:15 p.~.
.
Tr.auth studied painting and : near Alter Hall andtheactu~l court-.. pus, but stillstrategically separate,''
A fire alarm was activated in Husman. Investigation reveaied
sculpture for 16 years at the Cin- yard wi.ll meet Theentireare.awiH · said,Graham.
·.
.
that-a bu.lletin board was set on fire on the fourth n'oor. :Further
- cinnati Art Academy.while raising • be screened from the mall by trees,
· When completed, students will
investigation showed that a lighter had been used. The person reher five children.
·
and a water feature will add sc:iund be able to access the L~shaped
sponsible was brought up on internal charges.
· 'jFm. very grateful that Xavier : quality to the landsc_ape? garden : courtyard from the academic mall
has been very sensitive to this issue ; area.
'
as welt as through the library:

2?$: i;,e[9en(

..

' ' '

tions. assuming there is a need
healing an.d reconciliation,'' said

f~r

Phone lines off

,·

of Victo..y is aWWII memorial, dedicated in .1946.
O·.u.·r·. L. ad·. y···..·.0·.'. . .··Vi. zcto."ry"". . io··.g".·.·et. •. "·

•
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Thursday, Sept. 24, 7:.15 p.m.

.. Center:. F911r firnls

A student in Husman reported the door to her car had been-damaged whiie parked in the North Lot..

<;ontinued from page 1

Police'

·Note. of' the 'ueek'
l'l' 1

" .

. Friday, Sept. 25, 4:39 a.m..

..
·1

~

A Yellow c;ab ~river picked up a studenron the 1900b,lock
of North ctit' and lfond Hi!!.'. ·The st~de'nt.was transp.orfod "tri'
the Village and was last seen w~lking toward the rear build~
ing. The student n~ver !'.~turned to pay t.~e $22,-cab fee. ~ . ··1
C. \' \: .... ' '

· ·.... ' ·.

···' •. ",; .. J: i,,f

SJ.iP111it d~signs

"Whichever firm is 'd~Clded · ··.·The panel.ill ·charge of choosin~
As reported in the March 1 lis" ; upon, you can te~t"a~s~~e<l'tli~i'tlle. '' the architectural firmindudes Rev.
sue of The Newswire, Gallagtier : new University Center will be a James Hoff, $;].,·(president of
l .:' · s~epp~dfqrwii:rd tp fund the proj@t
centr~k~~a~}lj-e' :on ·.c~pus.''.. said :..xa~ier), Bob She,~r~h_(project rep!.
~hen 'it was estimated to be $8 niu:~ Demonbreun.".
·• r~se.i:itative for'the'Ciritas ¢enter),
. lion. J'{ow with'. a $12 million btlCl- ) . "Adgii~Wiat~r;s ttrbWbh1g. a '.· ~.~epitza, ¥ic~aelC~riat9rl (phair ~f
' : get, t~e' ~n'iv.er~ity is trying to
''f specta:cUtaf jol:i'ofkee~ini{sttideitts'" the''Board~oO'.ru.st~es)~tGallagh~r
" ure out how to make up the diff~f- informed 'iind}cb!iti'r(iiofisly;·rney >iind'.{\tme ia~ing',{bQth b(Jard inerri~ · ~:•. encl?•;:a9c9r~i'Q,g to Dr. Ron Slepiti*, . ; stress that this is tile stud'e'~ts' fiulid~ be~s), Dr. Richatd·Hift6 (vice presl-·
'vicepresicientfor"'StudentDevelqP,- ~ ing and in the end they will have;<'='de~ilforFinancialAdministration),
i :

i
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Racial issues discussed.·
BY KELLY HIXSON MATTINGLY

week of SEPTEMBER 30, 1998 3

.. CAM P U S . N E W S

B RI E F S

Arts Happening ·

to respect others. Racism leads to
the disregardof human dignity and
The residential mall was the
Xavier
The inaugural event in the jus- solidarity, and violates the nature of
sight of the first annual A1ts HapUniversity
tice and race lecture, sponsored by creation. Qur task is to direct these
honored· re- .
pening last Friday. Students parthe Ethics/Religion and Society fiv~ principles to ourpreserit day
ticipated in face painting, music,
tired CincinProgram, took place Sunday. The situation," said Pilarczyk.
sculpting, dancing, poetry and other
nati busiledure discussed racial issues from .
.Rapp addressed .the Jewish/
forms of expressive art.
nessman
Jewish; Christain and Muslim per~ black relations cif the 20th century.·
John J. Schiff
According to senior Katie
spectives.
. . "Black-Jewish relations sits on. a
and his fam- ·.
DuMont, Arts Happening was a
The guest speakers included cultural fault line. It has become a
chance to give every area of the arts
ily
last
Rev. Daniel Pilarczyk, Archbishop romantic notion of the past,'' he
Thursday, presenting them with at Xavier the opportunity to come
of Cincinnati; Rev. Fred said.
the 1998 Xavier Founder's Day together and perform.·
Shuttlesworth, one of the founders
"Justice is a goal that is not alAward. The award recognizes
"I like to paint and write poetry,
of the Southern Christian Leader- ways attainable. · We work on .
those who show outstanding but I never really made a true conship Conference and a prominent agreed issues but we do recognize
support to others, serve as ex- nection between all of the arts," said
civil rights leader in Alabama; Dr. certain topics pull us apart. Then
. amples of cariitg citizens and of- freshman Jon Wall.
Michael Rapp, director.forthe Jew- we: go our separate ways. Blacks
. fer exceptional suppi:irt to Xavier
According to DuMont, these reish Coininuriity Relations Council and Jews recognize th_e struggle for
· University. ·
alizations are what m.ade Arts Hapof the Jewish Federation ofCincin- equ~llty a.nd thisforced our com· The· conference center por- pening a worthwhile event.
nati; and Mr. Ilyas Nashid, of the mittees to ·work together,'' said
tion of the Cintas Center will be
DuMont hopes the success of
Cincinnati Islamic Center.
Rapp.
named the Schiff Family Con- this first-time event will show the
N ashid was grateful to be a part
.. The purpose of the series of lee- .
ference Center in tlreir honor.
importance of making Arts Haptures and presentations is to encour- of the lecture. ·When a frustrated
pening an annual event.
age ethical and religious analys.is of freshman spoke on how her fellow
-staff reports
- Bill Hughes
justice and race issues in the United . students seemed uninterested in
States.
working to change the present atti"We ought to insist on justiCe. tudes of race, he had·some encourIt is our duty to proclaim. We have aging words.
"There are some charges on
allowed our people to become too
"It is more important to join the Continued froin page 1
"I don't want others to suffer be- there that, in my opinion, I wouldn't
comfortable in sin,'' Shuttlesworth youth rather than wait for them to
said. He encouraged the audience joi'n us, Children do not care how cause they (student senate) were have used it for," said Demonbreun.
to seek justice and riot see it as "just much you know until they know helping others,'' said Demonbreun. · These charges included gas charges
Requests for trip and conference and souvenir glasses for SGA,
how much you care,'' he said.
us."
"It was a very successful beginThe final segment ended with a monies come from a different ac- 'which should have been purchased
• · count, which has about $14,000 ~t' using a purchase order. About
ning to the lecture series. I was very ·. discussion 'a~d rec~ption. .
$5,000 from the rollover was used
impressed.
with
Rev..
. "Lwish' they would have SPO" this time.
·. SGA executives have access to to pay off bills and other commitShuttlesworth 's knowledge of civil kenmore specificaliy about the rec
rights move.ments and the emotion alities of racism, .especially from a credit card in the president's ments made by last year's execuhe gave to his talk,'' said Dr. Daniel my archbishop. The only thing I name. The principal uses of the tives ..
"I. don't think he (last year's
McLoughlin,. chemistry professor was reminded [of]. is that racism is card are for entertainment, travel,
gas,
dinners
and
other
expenses
as.
president,
Dave Coyle) misman-.
and a member of the E/RS commit- · bad," s·aid. ··senior Tony Stieritz,
sociated
with
the
office.
All
receipts
,aged
funds
to any degrc~ ... I don't
tee. '
...
president i:if Studerits for Life.·'
1 ' tcV.,,the : see:thath~ did' anything in·espon~
musf"
-b~'.;"ifiirried."ini!'Jli~ti~e is'iiot:Go'd's f:irobierri, · :)~.~1 had'already a~suiried'thaL:His
bu(ours,'' saiC(Pi.larczyk. ··He ap- •~rgumbnt'was'scile!)' 'philbs~~fiicai . Comptroller's Office. La~t 'year, ;sible," said Demonbreun.
"I'm going to make sure my
·plied the five priitciples of JustiCe, and did not reflect the-life experi- accordirig to Hinfon, ."There 'was
some
over~spending,''
and
s_ome
bf
commit!Tlents
are met before I walk
in ·a. religious context, to the issue ences that turn peopfo into racists,"
the
rollover
had
to
be
used
to
pay
:
out
that
door
and
hand the gavel to
of race and justice.
he said.
credit
card
bills.
·
someone
else,''
said
Demonbreun.
·"Each of us have the obligation

Walking for AIDS

News Writer

Students and faculty of
Xavier were among the 3,000
peqple who participated in the
seventh annual AIDS Walk Cincinnati last Saturday.
"The walk symbolizes the
community's support in the
battle against AIDS," said Jim
Edgy, AVOC (AIDS Volunteers
of Cincinnati) Development director. "We're proud to have so
many individuals, schools, corporations, associations and businesses stepping forward to bring
in much-needed funds."
"I really appreciated all of the
Xavier students who participated
in the walk,'' said sophomore
team leader Michelle Powell.
"They truly show .that Xavier
cares about all of the work that
AVOC does," she said.
___:Natalie Boyle

Senate: SGA president helps senate

I"

.

.

.----~-

~

.

.

Preparing for tl1e C:PA·exam?
Need to meet the increased
educational requirements?
Investigate the.

MASTER.

The summer's second annual
National Jesuit Conference of Stu- ·
dent Organizations, sponsored this
year by Xavier's SGA, went over
budget by $3,000, which also had
to be absorbed by the rollover.
Ten thousand dollars from the
rollover went to fund the purchase
of new computers for student government.
"I'd love·to have enough money
to give to clubs for whatever they
want all year long, bu~ thatjust isn't
going to happen,''
said McDonnell.
l ......
Regarding t~e. sen.ate' s 'expecta~
ti on of ''a ... larger' . rollover
Demonbreun said, "It is an assumption that has been made because it
usually happeos::·sut it's not somettiing that always happens." ·

_

OF ACCOUNTANCY

Northern Kentucky
University ·
• 30 ~emester hoµr program
• Degree completion in one year
• Full-time or part-time
• Graduate assistantships
For more infarmation,
pl.ease contact the ·.
.
Department ofAccountancy at
(606)572~526 qr

www.nku.edu/-accountancy

NORTHERN.
KENTUCKY.
U~ifVERSITYsM · ·

rre S~men
,, ..

· and
-rransfer
students:

STUDENT ACTIVITIES
COUNCIL
APPLICATIONS
NOW
AVAILABLE
.Located on SAC office door
Due by Wed., Oct. 7, 1998·.Any_ ?s, please call x3995

..... "'
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Haveyou:
thought•
CAREER:
yet?:

Fifth Third has. In fact, we
have a wide range of
.
Management Development
Programs designed to help
you build a rewarding,
lon~-lasting career with the
nation's leading financial
institution.
Why should you choose Fifth
Third Bank for your career?
Here are a few of the many
reasons:
• Unlimited growth potentjal
•Aggressive Profit Sharing
• Health, Dental, Vision and
Life Insurance • Stock
Purchase Plan• 401(k)
savings plan • Paid holidays
and vacations • Educational
assistance plan

Meet with our recruiters and
find out '.more about these
challengin~ and rewarding
opportunities:

Pi-e-l~'ight Session
Tues., Oct. 13th for:
• Accounting
Associates
• Business Analysts
• Commercial
Associates
• MPS Associates
• Operations
Associates
• Retail Associates
• Systems Analysts

.
l\JGl
DISCOUNJ'
O••
.
. ~~..
O\\\O'S BEST THRIFT STORE ··. tift_. · ·
'#Ja
#

...\ \ " " '
.
. ,

4619 Montgomery Rd., Norwood, OH 45212
9529 Pippin .Rd., Cincinnati, OH 45231 .
1813 Monmouth, Newport, KY 41071.

Sign Up At The Placement
Office Today!
Fifth Third Bank,
Human Resources Dept.,
38 Fountain Square
Plaza, Cincinnati, OH
45263, Fax (513)
744-8621.

. ..

·
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• IJICYCLl~S

We are an equal opportunity
employer.

Visit our web site at
www.53.com

1
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FALL

AYING

Now Rentina
Houses for.the
1999-2000
School Vear
CaH 'l 'l 2-0909
for availability

THINK GE CAPITAL
It's Really Quite Simple
Customer Sen.ice & Collections
'

,

We're number one!
In the I 998 edition of fortune magazine's list of
America's Most Admired Companies, GE was at
the top of the chart. As part of this global leader,
GE Capital, one of the largest issuers and processors of private label credit cards in the country,
.offers benefits and opportunities that are se.::ond .
to none.

WEBB'S NEW & USED

Who we seek
We have opportunities for part-time and full-time
representatives in our Customer Service and
Collections Departments. Because we offer .
extensive training, these are great opportunities
for those just beginning their careers and those
re-entering the workforce, as well as experienced
professionals ready to further their careers. Ours
is a fast-paced atmosphere where "service excellence" is a top priority and your ability to analyze
data and make judgements will·be key to your
growth .. Well-developed telephone and listening
skills and PC familiarity are important.

Computers Upgrades and Custom Built Systems

Monthly Special
AMO P266 MMX, 32 MG SD
RAM, 6.4 Gig HD, 56k fax/
modem, 16 bit 3D sound card,
32X CD-ROM, speakers, 15"
SVGA monitor, Keyboard,
Mouse, Windows 95 - $950

~

~
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~
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.

'

What we offer
•A IBGlll.Y COMPE1TI1VE STARTING
SAIARY, among the best in our industry
•AN EXCELLENT COMPREHENSIVE BENEFITS PACKAGE that is available from yourJim

day of employment It includes excellent
medical, dental, and life insurance; a savings
package 4-01 (k); tuition reimbursement; a
pension plan; and paid holidays.
• Multlple schedules can include day, evening,
and weekend shifts
• Bonuses for various shifts and positions
• Additional rompensation possibilities for those
fluent in both English and Spanish·
• Business casual dress environment
• Paid training
How to respond
Call (513) 573-3202 today to learn more about
this excellent opportunity, or mail/fax your
resume to: GE Capital/RFS-Cincinnati, Human
Resources Department, 4605 Duke Drive, Mason,
OH 45040; fax (513) 573-3133. An Equal
Opportunity Employer.
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641-5333

GE Capital
·Retailer Financial Services

For a complete price list see website
www.webbcomp.com

4903 Vine St. - St. Bernard Square

We bring good things to life.
.

·.

NEWSW'i'llE
Harder news. More issues. Better than ever.
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Jesuit's Xavier ltistory spans 53 years
BY KELLY CICHY
Contributing Writer

Rev. Al Bischoff, S.J., has made
Xavier his home off and on for the
past 53 years.
Although new to current students; Bischoff is certainly not new
to Xavier.·
"I think a lot of who I am comes
out of this school," Bischoff said.
He began his Xavier legacy as a
student in 1945; a time when only
men roamed the campus, Xavier
had a football team and many students were the first in their families
to attend college.
Bischoff graduated in 1949 and
went on to receive his master's in
history and education. .Once finished with his schooling, he went
off to experience life beyond
Xavier.
He later returned to work as a
campus minister for Kuhlman from
1969-1974. Hewas then pastor for
St. Margaret Mary's parish in North
College Hill,where he worked first
as a diocesan priest. In 1979, he
became a Jesuit.
Bischoff returned in 1988, this
time as chaplain for Husman, and
stayed until 1992.
In additon to his workat Xavier,
Bischoff has worked at Augustinian College in Ulinois and as tpe .
rector of the Jesuit eommuhity hi
Indianapolis.
Now, along with his position in
Campus Ministry as Husman chap-

NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY BILL TERRY

Rev. Al Bischoff, S.J., graduated from Xavier in 1949. He has returned several times to work for
Campus Ministry and is the Husman Hall chaplain.
''
lain, he is the associate pastor for
the Bellarmine parish community..
Among his duties are RCIA ·
(Rite of Christian Initiation of
Adults) preparation and presiding
over weddings.
"Bellarmine is a place people
come to worship not because they
have to, .but because they want to,"
Bischoff said.
"It is exciting to minister to
people and to share your life witf
others who are letting God find
them," he said.
The people· he will· be. meeting
and ministering to this year are not
the only th'ings new for him. Each

time he left and returned to Xavier,
whether it was for a summer or a
decade, he noticed changes. This
·year is no exception ..
Buenger did not even exist the
last time Bischoff called Xavier
home. The changes in the Lindner
physics building and Hinkle Hall
also made an impression on the
"new" man on campus.
In addition, Bischoff was extremely excited about the
Bellarmine
renovations.
"BeHarmine Is beautiful," he said.
He looks forward to presiding there
and is grateful to all who gave their
time and effort to the renovations:

At 72 years of age, Bischoff is
anxious to begin a new stage of his
life working for his alma .mater in
his hometown of Cincinnati.
He has always loved working on
a college campus, and is excited to
have the opportunity to meet the
new members of the Xavier community.
It is not unusual to filld Bischoff
at the Grill talking to students and
getting to know them better. Although he .loves meeting new
people, he admits to being horrible
about reinembering names.
His special remedy to this problem is to simply refer to everyone

as "Saint." "There isn't one person
that I have ever met that I have not
seef1 the possibility of being a
saint," Bischoff said.
"I have fallen in love with hu. manity."
In Bischoff's eyes, everyone is .
· a unique gift. Those who attended
the Orientation Team Mass during
Manresa training had the opportunity to experience this belief in
Bischoff's homily.
"I was impressed by the fact that
he was able to identify with us so
easily and accurately," said sophomore Stephanie Mosler. ''It was obvious that he was excited to be the
celebrant at our Mass," she said. ·
Bischoff would like the Xavier
community to know he strives "to
see us as God sees us," and that although Xavier is not perfect, that is
what he loves about it.
Since being back, he has seen a
heightened sense of life at Xavier.
"At this time, Xavier seems to be
on a roll. There is an energy here
that is very positive and creative,"
he said.
According to Bischoff, Xavier
has always been a campus characterized by enthusiasm, but now he
sees a new dynamic energy he is
anxious to be part of.
"I guess in so many ways I have
a home here, a home on so many
levels," he said.

'''

Local 15-year-old enters class of 2002
BY SHANNON CASSIDY
Guest Feature Writer

Would you or could you believe
that a girl who is not even the.legal
driving age could be sitting next to
you at 8:30 a.m. in Alter?
Fifteen-year-old Janet Manning
fits that description. She is a freshman at Xavier, but she cannot drive
' to school.
Manning was recognized as hav- ·
ing above-average intelligence
when she entered first grade.
Her teacher at St. Catherine, a
local parochial school, saw
Manning's abilities, and advanced
her to second grade.
But skipping one grade was not
enough. She went through grade
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY BILL TERRY
school feeling· bored and unchalFreshman Janet Manning, a commuter from Ft. Thomas, Ky., entered Xavier this fall at age 15.
lenged.
"I didn't have anything to do,"
"There was stuff you had to miss hopes to enter biomedical research.
So far, Manning's fellow stuManning said.
' out on," she said. Manning feels Manning realizes, however, that ·she dents have made her feel welcome.
So when the opportunity came Covington Latin addressed thi!l has a lot more time than her class- "There are a lot of people to meet
to attend the prestigious Covjngton problem by planning social activi- mates to make her decisions.
here," she said. "I don't think
Latin school, Manning accepted the ties 'for their young· students.
"I don't feel pressure like most about how these people are three
challenge. After taking an entrance
"I feel pretty much like everyc college students do, because I do years older than me, they're just my
exam "which was really easy," she · body else, I just had to do the work have so much time," she said.
friends."
began the ninth grade at the age of quicker," she said.
Manning's decision to come to
Manning may live in an adult
11, the age when most children are
Manning came to Xavier on Xavier was mostly out of conve- world during the day, but she is still
still in the sixth grade.
three scholarships: Trustee's Schol- nience.
a kid at heart. At the end of the day
"Ifyou think about it," Manning arship, Classical Departmental
"I came to Xavier because it was she retreats to her new bedroom;
said, "you really don't learn any- Scholarship and HAB. Scholarship. · close," she said. Her parents did not which she took over once her sister
thing in the seventh and eighth As an HAB major, this semester her want a 15-year-old girl living on a Lisa left for college.
grades." ·
·Classes include philosophy, theol- college cainpus, so every day they
Lisa just began her freshman
Covington tatin has a high drop- ogy, Greek, Latin and general drive her to school and, on Tues- year at Virginia University. The
out rate because of the rigorous aca:: '·' chemistry.
days arid Thursdays, she endures an only difference is that Lisa isl8.
demic~. A:c<forqing to Manning, the
Manning is also considering ma- hour-long bus ride to her Ft. Tho- Manning insists her sister is the
. key w~s wmfogness to work.
joring in Natural Sciences and mas, Ky., hom,e.
"smart one."

She spends what little spare time
she has reading science fiction novels and drawing. She also enjoys
stealing her brother Billy's
Nintendo 64, and playing video
games.
Her favorite movie is the Classic
Star Wars, from which she still has
the action figures.
Her weekend family ritual involves visiting "the camp," her
grandpa's plot of uncultivated land
with scattered trees. Here they relax, spend time gardening and play
softball.
,Between juggling .her work and
social activities, Manning manages ·
to stay focused by looking up to
Albert Einstein, "not only because
he is smart, but because he had a
sense of humor," she said. "He also
knew what he loved to do and did
it."
Manning is looking forward to
the days when she can drive herself to school, and she hopes to live
on campus in the future.
"I think it would be a lot easier
to live on campus..'' she said. ."You
miss out on a lot of things when
you're a commuter."
Although.she is happy with her
decision to come to Xavier, Manning said, "Sometimes I wish I had
three years of my childhood back."
"You have to make sacrifices,"
she said. And this one is worthwhile
to her.
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E. D I T 0 R I .A L -

Give us idols, please

I

n a season of criticism, it
seems appropriate to.
·
comment on several shining
examples of university spending. Profiled in this issue of The
Ne'rVswire are the remodeling of
the McDonald Library garden,
which will feature a prolife
statue, and the planned renovation of Our Lady of Victory on
Victory Parkway.
It's nice to see
the university spend
money on some
aesthetic improvements to campus.
Even as Cintas
Center construction
turns the area
around Cohen and
the North Lot into a
dusty war zone,
more low-profile
workers hammer
away behind the
library.
In recent years,
the administration
has been stretching,
pulling and
transforming a '60s
style community
college into a
respectable collegiate campus. ·
It has been painful and continues
· to be SO, but the many fabors are
l>Cgirinlrig· io beaT fruit. ·
The concrete walkways and
Alter arches were suited for a
provincial, budget-minded
institution. ,The new statues and
recent campus renovations,
however, symbolize the great
strides Xavier has made in
academics and prestige and
point to its formidable regional

presence.
Investing in beautification
projects vastly improves the
quality of life on campus. WheJJ
the academic and residential
malls were created, concrete
public thoroughfares were
transformed into (partially)
green spaces that have hosted
dozens of community-building
festivals and events.
The renovation of
Hinkle Hall had a
similar effect,
restoring the
architectural·
centerpiece of
campus. Buildings
like Hinkle give the
university character,
serve as a ready
symbol and daily
testament to the
majestic aims of
academia. The
pending construction
of a new University
Center will provide
an opportunity to
correct campus'
most horrific
architectural blunder.
Buildings· that
insp.ire, quiet spaces for contemplation, statues that commemorate -these things add intan. gible; value to the 'college·
experience. They also attract
potential students and their
families, ensuring the continued
value of our degrees.
One statue and one green
space at a time, Xavier is
building a better campus.

Buildings
like Hinkle
give the
universlty
character, serve
as a ready
symbol and
daily testament
to the majestic
aims of
academia..

-M.W.M. & C.A.E.
for The Newswire staff
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Emergency contraception
Not a substitute for abstinence or protected sex
BY LiSA DRISCOLL
Guest Columnist

''Throw your hands in the air like
youjustdon'tcare!"Thisisthesentiment I associate with the emergency contraceptive pill (ECP),
commonly known as the ~·morningafter pill." You're probably wonderingwhyihave'cometothisconclusion.
.. The morning-after pill is a way
to:prevent pregnancy, if!1plying its

consequence too, but that's a whole are simply too lazy to use protecseparate article.
tion. Nothing gets to me more than
In any case, this pill has become people· who cannot own up to the
the wonder drug of the sexually consequences of their actions. If
. active; though not recommended two individuals are going to partake
for use on a regular basis. Isn't that in unprotected sex, they must be caa shame.
'' pable of coming to· terms with the
Of course, a drug holding such · consequences. Now there.are those
apopularreputationisgoil1gtohave. special cases in which pregnancy
strong opposition from one comer could cause absolute turmoil for the
or another. Who else but anti-abor- parents, but the majority of people
tion activists could so vehemently should be. able to face up to what

·'·. ~o~~l1pe~~.are,extrem~}r,~9nc~n1~, .. ·opP,.qs~.~h~u~~,cjfth.e.f:S~! . I~ fa~t •. , .... t~,ey h~.v.~.dori~·,,:, ··'· :·.·. ·.· .,~·.·.. 1 .
. about not getting pregnant, right? I . 'the "'morning~after;' pil[is'the Ol}lY ·,. ·.I haven't gotten to .the part that
thlnk ~at. 'May I suggest coining .. name by which the anti-abortion really irks me, though. The discovthe ECP the "cop-out pill?"
Family Research Council will re- ery and production of the ECP comAs the naine implies, this fer to the ECP. It refuses to make pletely epitomizes the part of our
"heaven-sent" pill is a contraceptive use of the terms "emergency" or society that basically pr()motes
used in "emergency cases" of pos- "contraceptiv~." and, in the words worrying about deeds after they
sible pregnancy. It works by prC?- of council member Kristi Hamrick, have been done. Really now,
venting ovulation or preventing a the pill "accomplishes an abortion shouldn't society have evolved
fertilized egg from implanting in the by not allowing the fertilized egg enough to realize we should think
uterus. If a fertilized egg has al~. to implant" ··
before we act?
ready implanted, the ECP will not ·
It doesn't take a rocket scientist
According to a source in the
cause miscarriage. According to the to realize this is a relatively unedu- Medical Tribune News Service,
Food and Drug Administration, the cated statem~nt. The medical defi- "It's been estimated that two to
ECP is 75 percent effective if the nition of abortion entails a proce- three million unintended pregnanproper dosage is taken within·72 dure done after implantation, and . cies can be prevented and one milhours of having sex. (A second dose the ECP simply accomplishes the lion abortions could be prevented
same effect of any other contracep- through wider use of emergency
is taken 12 hours later.)
Possible side effects 'include tive - preventing· pregnancy. If contraception." Someone please
"nausea, severe abdominal pain, anti~abortionists want to waste time tell me why there is not more emchest pain, vomiting, iTitense head- opposing this drug, so be it. How- phasis on abstinence.
We have evolved into a society·
aches, blurred vision, leg pain, jaun- ever, it seems they might better
dice, and possible blood dotting,'' spend their time and energy oppos- that sits back and lets things hap~
pen, waiting until the last possible
but these seem a pretty fair trade for ing abortion.
protecting against unprotected sex,
I can completely relate to the use moment to prevent an inevitable
right? Of course the pill affects only . of the ECP for truly emergency pur- event. This is exactly what the
the woman's body, and you'd think poses, such 'as rape, but r cannot emergency co.ntraception pill. prothe man should have some sort of agree with its use by couples who motes and it's absolutely pathetic.

-LETTER

TO

THE

EDITOR-

Police gun policy ,deserves review
A

lthough lthink
...Xavier is. beg. in~ ers were killed in this country Would that be enough to change the
ning to move in the right direc- (many before 7 p.m.). I have rea- gun policy?
tion, I still think the university owes son to believe the gun issue was
What if a student had walked out
police officers, students, parents carefully shut down by the univer~ to his or her car and accidentally
and teachers an honest explanation sity administration when SGA ad- confronted the juvenile ... would
of the current gun policy for Xavier dressed it before.
they ·like to. think that the. officer
poli.ce. ·
·
· ·
To highlight the importance of · responding had to go back to the
Currently, Xavier police c11:nnot this situation, I'd like to mention an office and get his gun? Or maybe
· carry a \\'eapon unless it's after 7 .article in The Newswire describing the school would prefer cops to al~
p.m.; they're' going off-campus, , ai:t officer who chased a juvenile for low criminals to gc>'while they run
transporting mtjney or sonie other ·breaking into cars. What ir'that back.to genheir.weapons. ~ · ' ·
spedal,need arises.
. · young man. had a knjfe or gun?
·"
· •--April Kalwick
In 1997 alone, 64 police offic- What if.he had shot the officer?
·Knoxville, TN
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TALK--

WHATfeatureS should.be iricludeci in the new University Center?

"There should be a
coffee shop with ·
bagels that's open
all night long."
-Nancy McDonald
Junior

"They should have
fast food chains
and maybe some
little shops where
-Christy Stucky . ·you could use your
Junior All-Card."

"They should sell
Chaco-Tacos, by
Good Humor."

"I'd like to see a
crucifix and more
original paintings
by Brother Pryor."
-Cassie Gundrum
Senior

-Dena Lewis
Junior

..-LETTERS

"The Health and
Counseling Center
should be there so
I don't have to
trudge to Norwood
when I'm sick."
-Mike Kohlbecker
Freshman

TO

Bellarmine ren·ovations

T

THE

"There should be a
recreational game
room and I'd like
to see a massage
parlor."
-Jason Tyree
Freshman

"It needs a bigger
theater with more
seating where
people won't
freeze from the air
conditioning."

"I'd put in some
leather &ofas in a
drcie and a pool
table."
-Larry Tenkman
Freshman

-Tony Stieritz
Senior

EDITOR-

Pageant given too· 01uch credit
'I

hanks for all the coverage of the new able and exhibit really firie carving, to my
'd like to point out several problems I had which impeccably-dressed woman will repwith Erin Nevius' editorial that was criti- resent our country."
·chapel interior. I am glad people talk way of thinking, especially the careful work
Oh really? I talked to several people, none
about it, and seem to respond to its beauty around the. faces and connected bodies of .· cal of the Miss America Pageant.
The editorial blames men for the pageant of whom could name the woman who won
as a place of prayer and worship. Parishio- Joseph and the child. Check it out.
and says at one point that they run it. IfI'm this year, Jet alone any woman that has ever
The smaller statue of St. Robert
nershavehadsimilarresponses. Asonewho
not mistaken; women are actually in charge won. If she represents our country, why
presides at Mass, I find it very fulfilling to Bellarmine, which really never had a proper
of the pageant. It also seems necessary to doesn't anyone know her name?
feel so much closer to the congregation. niche in the new. chapel, actually belongs in
At the end of her column, the author notes
point out that all co~testants are willing parthe Schmidt building, and is in storage to
That's the best part of it for me.
she will instill strong feminist values in her
. ticipants.
·
Yes, there are a few more seats now see if an eventual home can be found for
The .article claims the pageant sends the daughters. This is strange to.me because the
(though not 140, as you seemed to imply in him when that buildingis finished. Another ·
·wrong
message by stressing the importance first four paragraphs complained about an
what I believe was a misprint). A lot de- ·Jesuit saint, Aloysius Gonzaga; is already
pend~ on ho\v clos.e people sit in the pew · there in the Schmidt stairwell. ·.
of beauty in women; Doesn't the pageant event devoted solely to women .. ·.
..
really just celebrate beauty? Are there only
I thought feminism was suppossed to open
beriches; There are about 480 seats in all.
I look forward to the seasonal variations in·
. And; I want you all to' know we will be the.cross icon behtnd the altar, some ofwhich
certain attributes that we.are allowed to cel- doors to allow women to do what they choose
without social constraints. The column imrepiacing the Stations the Cross:' We are you will be seeing .even before Advent rolls
ebrate in women?
.·
.
· If used to be that women had to hide their plies that any woman who p~rticipates ,in or __
waiting' to obtain· a new set. · I believe that · ·arou~d. Meanwhile~ there are some fairly sewill happen befci~e Lent'. I also wa~t to find ri 0 us practical details to be ironedout: com- · <intelligence ·and their pers<:mality. Do they enjoys the pageant is an erietny of felllinism,
one or two icon.s (Mary)esus, perhaps on~ .:' pletin'g~installatfon of the ail·~handlirig system' .• ;'riow'h#".efo' JM,de their beauty? If the.author ...:. ,So in this case, fenijnisin is peryerted to;
of the angels) for the· sma:ll chapel. I have. ·and a few details in the lighting system: arid··
feels a once~a~year pageant plays such a huge allow .women to do what they wish - proalways envisioned that room as a place for· cleaning and restoring the organ:
· · rqle in hurting women (by stressing ·that vided other women think it is okay. I'mnot
devotic:in. ari~ quiet prayer, and I think some
I'd be' glad tci talk about the chapel if anyone · · beauty is 'the only important female charac~ · defending the Miss America Pageant .because
traditional image~ would be welcome. .
wants to stop by. Fill usually in ·my.office Tues~ · teristic) why doesn't she also criticize the . I'm a guy and want to drool. over women.
And, b.y the way, rm especially happy · day thmugh Friday, andlreiurn phbne cruls.. I · manyfootball; basketball and baseball games· Actually, I don't watch the pageant, although
··
with the restoration of the m'ajor shrines of enjoy. bdng pastor here.. We have some 640 · thai'fill our.televisions for sending .the wrong my girlfriend does.
· I just feel that feminism should allow ·
Mary and !oseph ...:_ ttie new color really im- households now. ,We often pray, for dte minisll)'; . message to men (that athletic prowess and
proves the glow of the marble. Those two: cifthe µniversity at parish masses; large and small. · achievement is the oni'y impbrtant male char- women.to do what they want and not give them
·
·
3.cte~istic)? . ·
pieces ar~ from .the .original Bellarmine Please pray forus.
yet another narrow path they must follow .
.. Chapel (1926) which used to be a part
""":"Richard Bollman, S.J.
.The author gives the pageant too much
-Michael Cebula
. the Schmidt building~ They are irreplacePastor, Bellarmine Parish
credit. She writes that the pageant"decides
·· Sophomore

of

of ·

I

write because I am saddened by the frusSanford claims the attitudes she sees in
tration and anger Rebekah Sanford ex- the world are attitudes present in campus
, pressed in her article ",Beautiful, but not ministry and the student Masses. They einCatholic." ·The new Bellarmine Chapel has phasize loving humanity and· she b.elieves
. a cross r~ther than a crucifix in the spa~e· they lgnore "God, the Truth ofreligionand .
deslgnt:d for the Euch~ristic Liturgy. It does, faith," She further states that .we ru~ away .
however; have a crllcifixin .the small chapel . from the cross of Christ Jesus (l cion't tiedesigned for private prayer and Eucharistic · · lieve St.· Paul evenefers to the c~ucifix of
devotion. Despite the presence of that cru> Christ Jesus).
. .:· . . . . . ·
.
cifix in the small •chapel; its absence in the ... I have never av0ided preaching about the
.. large room leads Sanford to conclude that ..·cross or the difficulty of taking the preach. the building is, therefore, not Catholic. · . ing'of Jesus seriously and attempting to tive
. Buildings· ean be owned. by Catholics, it out. If anyone has a problem with iliy use
used by Catholics, blessed by Catholics, and of love in homilies, .I suggest they refer to·
be renovated· according· to Cathoiic g~ide- · ~he stories asso.ciated with the two great com~
Jines; But they cannot be Catholic because mandments, the.gospels of.John and Luke,
they cannot be baptized~ The Roman .. Paul's letters to the Galatlalls and Corinthians,
. .Sacramentary states :that a cross is. needed · andthe first letter of John: "If any man says
in the church building; the Sacramentary .· he loves the God whom he cannot see and
does not mention crucifixes.
· hates the brother whom he can see: that man
. The new worship space fits the norms es" is a liar." My point in preaching is thafln
.tablished by the United States Roman Catha- . attempting to live out the commandment to
lie. bishops in their publication Art and the love one another; and the way it has been·,
Environment i~ the Liturgy. The Cincinnati specified in social teaching of the church
Archdiocesan Worship Committee approved from Leo XIII through John Paul II, one inthe design of the new space that was blessed . deed will find .the cross .without having to
and dedicated by the Archbishop.
.
look for it or have it pointed out. Perhaps
· ·How can the building not be "Catholic" . Sanf~rd doesn't believe the cross can .be·
if it wa!' approved by the Worship Commit" . found in a socialsetting'.but can only be
tee and blessed.by.'theArchbishop? The only·. found in a "Jesus an!} me" type.of piety. ·
.
. ~John LaRocca, SJ.
other b~sis for a claim th!}t a buHding isn't:
. "~atholic" is if the. people who worship there
. Profess~r, Depaitment o/Hist~ry
are either sctiisinatics or heretics.
· 10p.m. Mass Presider

·Weekly News Quiz
• Britain's Queen Mother, who has had
both hip joints replaced, politely.refused
a pair of reinforced underwear designed ·
to protect her hips, claiming:
a) she' was unable to accept a gift of
· such a personal nature.
b) she doesn't believe the bottom has
fallen out of the monarchy yet. .
c) she's not afraid anyone will try to
kick her butt at age 98.
ii .Workers from the General Se~vices
Administration laid rat traps in the West
>wing briefing room of the White House
because:
·
a) news correspondents saw a rat when
they arrived early one morning.
b) there's always a trail of Happy Meal
crumbs from the Oval Office.to the briefing room .
c) the White House has been "occupied" by rodents since 1992.
• Sayed Ahmed, 84 and 121 pounds,
was :suffocated when his second wife
Abdel-Latif, 62 and 352 pounds, sat on
her husbarid's face. She killed him:
a) because her husband's.will left more
property to the children of his first marriage than to her children.
b) in a marital encounter she claims re- ·
.suited fr()m Viagra:

c) after· he complained about the grocery bills.
• Astronomers announced evidence of
a neutron star with a magnetic field strong.
enough to dp atoms apart The scientists
call it:
·a) a ''magnetar."
b) a phenomenon the rest of us will
never understand, don't care about, and
will promptly forget.
c)cause for a radical reassessmentof
the "Star.Trek" series.
·
• Sources say Paula Jones' legal team
has offered a non-negotiable $1 million
settlement to President Clinton's lawyers,
but is no longer demanding that:
a) Clinton apologize for his alleged
sexual advances in 1991.
b) Clinton pay for her nose job.
c) Paula's face and motto "I said,
'Don't touch my buck'" replace George
Washington on the dollar bill.
•In a speech before the.Reform Party,
H. Ross Perot said, "The president is mentally and emotionally unstable," claiming:
a) Clinton should resign.
b) Clinton ~s behavior is "off the charts"
and defies pi.e-g~aph logic. ·
c) it takes.one to know one .
-M~W.M.
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SPORTS BRIEFS
>Sports Desk: 745-2878 >E-mail: SPORTs@xavier.xu.edu

Dixon leads men's golf
The men's golf team competed in the Hawkeye Intercollegiate
in Iowa City, Iowa on Sept. 26-27. The Musketeers finished in
seventh place at 46-over-par. The University of Wisconsin won the
tournament at 25-over-par.
Senior Steve Dixon; in fifth place, led XU with a 5-over-par 218
for the three-round tournament. Senior Michael Reis also placed
in the top 20 with an 11-over-par 224. Freshman Brian Fehling
(228), sophomore Tim Donovan (231), and freshman Steven
Landrum (233) were the other contributors for the Musketeers.
The men will be in action on Oct. 4-6 at the Legends oflndiana
Invitational in Indianapolis, Ind.
-Bill Hughes

Women's golf finishes seventh
On Sept. 26-27 the women's golf team competed in the Lady
Falcon Invitational in Bowling Green, Ky. The Musketeers placed
seventh in the field of 13 at 38·over-par. Kent State won the tournament at 25-over-par.
Sophomores Melissa Beck and Paula Greening, tied for 11th,
led the XU women at 156. Beck and Greening's rounds of 10over-par continued their consistent strong scoring. Senior Christy
Fout (167), sophomore Chaley Peelle (168), freshman Kim Farrell
(175), and sophomore Susan Lane (179) also competed in the invitational.
The women will next be in action Oct. 3-4 at the Women's Wolverine Invitational in Anchorage, Mich.
-Bill Hughes

On Tap

.. .- .......................... .
WEDNESDAY, SEPT. :SO
FRIDAY, OCT. 2

SATURDAY, OCT. l

SUNDAY, OCT. 4

MONDAY, OCT. 5
TUESDAY, OCT. 5
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 7
FRIDAY, OCT. 9

SATURDAY, OCT. 10

SUNDAY, OCT. 11

MONDAY,.~CT.

12

TUESDAY, OCT. l l

•VOLLEYBALL VS. DAYTON AT 7 P.M.
•MEN'S SOCCER VS. ST. BONAVENTURE m 7 P.M.
•WOMEN'S SOCCER AT ST. BONAVENTURE AT 3· P.M.
•VOLLEYBALL VS. ST. BONAVENTURE m 7 P.M.
•MEN'S TENNIS AT.BOWLING GREEN INVITATIONAL IN
BOWLING GREEN, OH.
•WOMEN'S TENNIS AT AKRON INVITATIONAL IN AKRON, OH.
•MEN'S TENNIS AT BOWLING GREEN INVITATIONAL IN
BOWLING GREEN, OH.
.
•WOMEN'S TENNIS AT AKRON INViTATIONAL IN AKRON, OH.
•MEN'S AND WOMEN'S CROSS' COUNTRY AT LOYOLA
LAKEFRONT INVITATIONAL IN CHICAGO
•WOMEN'S GOLF AT MICHIGAN WOLVERINE INVITATIONAL IN
ANN ARBOR, Ml.
•MEN'S SOCCER VS; DUQUESNE AT 1 P.M.
•WOMEN'S SOCCER AT DUQUESNE AT 1 P.M.
•MEN'S TENNIS AT BOWLING GREEN INVITATIONAL IN
BOWLING GREEN, OH.
•WOMEN'S TENNIS AT AKRON iNVITATIONAL IN AKRON, OH.
•WOMEN'S GOLF AT MICHIGAN WOLVERINE INVITATIONAL IN
ANN ARBOR, Ml.
•MEN'S GOLF AT LEGENDS OF IN DIANA INVITATIONAL IN
INDIANAPOLIS
•MEN'S GOLF AT LEGENDS OF IN DIANA INVITATIONAL IN
INDIANAPOLIS
•MEN'S GOLF AT LEGENDS OF IN DIANA INVITATIONAL IN
INDIANAPOLIS
•MEN'S SOCCER AT OHIO STATE IN COLUMBUS AT 4 P.M.
•VOLLEYBALL VS. DUQUESNE AT 7 P.M.
•MEN'S SOCCER VS. ST. JOSEPH'S AT 7 P.M.
•WOMEN'S SOCCER AT ST. JOSEPH'S IN PHILADELPHIA AT 7
P.M.
•CROSS COUNTRY AT THE ALL-OHIO CHAMPIONSHIPS AT
OHIO WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY
•MEN'S TENNIS VS. LA SALLE, TBA
•VOLLEYBALL VS. VIRGINIA TECH AT 7 P.M.
•MEN'S TENNIS VS. DUQUESNE, TBA
•WOMEN'S TENNIS VS. LA SALLE, TBA
•MEN'S SOCCER VS. TEMPLE AT 1 P.M.
•WOMEN'S TENNIS VS. DUQUESNE, TBA
•MEN'S GOLF AT XAVIER INVITATIONAL, MASON,
OH.
•WOMEN'S SOCCER AT TEMPLE IN PHILADELPHIA AT 1 P.M.
•MEN'~ GOLF. AT XAVIER INVITATIONAL, MASON,
OH.
•MEN"S GOLF AT XAVIER INVITATIONAL, MASON,
OH.
•VOLLEYBALL VS. WRIGHT STATE AT 7 P.M.

ALL HOME GAMES ARE IN BOLD
HOME SOCCER MATCHES ARE HELD AT CORCORAN FIELD
HOME VOLLEYBALL MATCHES ARE HELD AT SCHMIDT FIELDHOUSE

Volleyball vs. Dayton
7 p.m. Today at Schmidt Fieldhouse.
The Xavier volleyball team will look to move over .500 .in
conference play tonight as they take on northern intra-state
rival Dayton. Fall break starts next Wednesday after classes,
but slacking off can begin tonight. Forget about your homework and all those tests you have tomorrow and travel over to
Schmidt Fieldhouse and support the Lady Musketeers.
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Men's soccer on top in A-10
play. Neither team allowed
a
goal,
Wesseling's six saves·
The past week has been a true kept the score even.
- The Musketeers' secbattle for the men's soccer team ..
Last Wednesday the Mu_sketeers ond period style of play
defeated a strong Evansville team. consisted of a solid scorThe'University of Dayton was the ing attack with a flawnext to fall to the XU men on Fri- less defensive effort.
day before the University of CinFreshman defender
cinnati stopped Xavier on Monday. Rob Bakker scored in
Evansville has been a nemesis the 50th minute to give
for Xavier, dealing them upsetting Xavier a 1-0 lead with
losses over the past two years. The 40 minutes left to play.
team brings a consistent, strong Bakker placed the ball
style of play that does not allow cleanly through the net.
on a penalty kick to take
much room for mistakes.
The first half of play was a de- the lead.
The Musketeers
fensive battle for both teams. With
a scoreless tie after the first period, sealed the win when
PHOTO BY BILL TERRY
Xavier needed to score early in or~ Bakker scored his sec- Junior co-captain Dave Spaccarelli guards
der to gain momentum.
ond goal of the game an Evansville forward during last
Senior forward Chas Cooke did with an assist from weekend's game.
exactly this by scoring promptly in Hammerschmidt.
.
.the 46th minute with a cross from
Wes seli n g's 14 saves against out with the same aggressive style
sophomore midfielder Josh Dayton proved to .be the difference of play in the second period. It was
Hammerschmidt. Cooke followed in the 2-0 win for the Musketeers.
not until the 67th minute of play that
This A-10 season opener for UC put their first goal on the board
this goal with another in the 5 lst
minute of play off another cross Xavier places the men at the top of with an unassisted shot from the
the conference at 1-0 and places the eight yard line by forward Myron
from Hammerschmidt.
Xavier's strong defensive play once favored Flyers at the bottom Vaughn.
can mainly be attributed to the con- at 0-1. .
i Xavier freshman defender Alex
sistent success of junior goalkeeper
Wesseling and Bakker both re- Schick commented on the goal, ;,H~
Paul Wesseling. Wesseling had ceived honors for their play this past cut the .ball back with his left foot
eight saves and his first shutout of weekend. Wesseling was named the smoothly. He earned the goal."
the season in Xavier's 2-0 win over Atlantic 10 Men's Soccer Player of
. Hammerschmidt had an open
Evansville.
· the Week for his two shutouts and shot on goal in the 71stminute of
Xavier next faced a major A-10 22 saves. Bakker was named the play, but it went wide-left. '.fhis
rival, the Dayton Flyers. Dayton Atlantic 10 Men's Soccer. Rookie missed opportunity came back to
started the season as the favorite in of the Week for his two goals hurt the Musketeers when. UC
the conference and brought a record againstDayton and fine defensive scored their second and last goal in
of ?-~5 to Corcoran Field last Fri- work against the.Flyers a11d Evans- . the 78th. minute ()f p\ay7 .
• .
vflle.
,day1, .·
,
. , ......
.,The 2~0 loss to UC.placed the
!Qefens~ was again the· main
The University ofCincin~ati(S- Musketeers with an overall record
component of the first period of 2-1) was coming off an immense of 5-4.
. The XU men will nextbein·a~- ..
win against the No. 1
nationally ranked tion at Corcoran Field this Friday
SMU
Mustangs at 7 p.m. against Atlantic 10 rival
when the Skyline St. Bonaventure. This game will be
·Chili Crosstown Coca-Cola Promotion Night and
Shootout took place Freshman Programs Night. The
on Monday. The first 60 upperclassmen will receive
Musketeers knew a Coca-Cola product T-shirt. Also,
they had their work the.first 50freshman in attendance
cut out for them with wearing 'their class of '02 T-shirts
UC's size advantage will receive a Xavier University hat
and aggressive style compliments of the Freshman Proof play.
grams Department.
Xavier faces another A~lO team
The first period
consisted. of many with Duquesne at 1 p.m. Sunday afopportunities, as the ternoon at Corcoran Field; XU then
·. Musketeers.missed travels to Columbus for a non-con11 shots. on goal and ference match with Ohio State next
UC missed 7. Nei- Wednesday before returning home
ther team had ·any for two more A• l 0 matches against
momentum heading St. Joseph's on Oct. 9 and _Temple
into the half with the on Oct. 11.
PHOTO BY BILL TERRY.
score knotted at 0-0.
Junior midfielder Steve Stampersplits two
Both teams came
defenders to press the ball upfield.

BILL HUGHES
Sports Writer
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Women's ~soccer beats obstacles; OU
. ·down. offensive battle by both remaining," said· Hosty. "I just
··teams:
wanted to put it in there and hoped
• ~.There was a great deal of action someone would be there."
The field was in. no shape· for ·.·in the first half, but neither team was.
There was someone. ti1ere.
playing, there were no ball girls. in•. able to fln.d:the itet even thougfi both Reinshagen had moved into the
sighfand the referees appeared l!,S... · had excellent opportunities.
middle without being noticed and
·though' they· had just been dis~
Withjust under five minutes re- directed the pass from Hosty into
charged fr:om an elderly home. mainingin the half; theLady.Mus- the right side cif the OU goal with
However, none of this .could stop .keteers came within inches of a goal only 32 seconds remaining on the
the Xavier women's soccer teani on a. direct kick from sophomore. clock. In the ensuing pandemofrom ending its non-conference ~forward Annette Gruber. However, nium, Reinshagen was mobbed by
schedule with a win.
the kick ricocheted Off the crossbar her teammates as the Lady Bobcats
There were more than a few ob~ and flew over the goal. The· ball · were awe-struck by what had hapstaeles in the rath of the Lady Mus- was cleared on the ensuing goal pened.
keteers as they traveled to Athens, kick.
"Christie [Reinshagen] was so
Ohio, last Friday for a showdown
The first half ended tied at zero low to the ground due to being
w.ith regional rival Ohio University. with .each team. having tallied five knocked down so much during the
·. Entering the game, XU found its shots. Xavier had corrected its ganie," said Quinn. "They just
record at a disappointing 1-5~ 1 and passing difficulties, but needed to didn't see her."
·knew that a win was a must in or- find a way to capitalize on its opOhio was not able to put anyder to gain some confidence head- portunities and put the ball into the ·thing together in the remaining seeing into Atlantic 10 Conference net>
ands and Xavier found itself with a
play.
The fast-paced offensive battle dramatic and much-needed victory.
"We looked at this game as con- continued through much' of the sec- Xavier out-shot Ohio 14-11. in the
ference game number zero," said ond half. Once again there were game. The victory pushed.:'.~U, to
coach Ron Quinn. "We knew we n1,1merous opportunities for both 2-5.-1 on the season whfle.·.plJ
·,,.· .. -·::·
needed this one to get back on teams to score, but both came up dropped to 6-3:
track."
short.
"This was the game we needed.
Within the last 10 minutes of the We knew we had to win," said
Xavier had a tough opponent in
PHOTO COURTESY OF SPORTS INFORMATION
OU, who was 6-2 for the season and game, Quinn made many key sub- Rdnshagen. "We played to each Junior foiward Christie Reinshagen scored the game-winning
in the midst of a five-game winning stitutions, including the re-entrance other, not as individuals."
goal for the Lady Musketeers against OU.
streak. The Lady Bobcats were also. of junior forward Christie
This victory over the Lady Boblooking for revenge on XU, who·.: Reinshagen a11d freshman forward cats caine just two days after Xavier ..great deal of breakaways and scar- sist from junior defender Shauna
defeated them 6-1 ·last season.·•
Megan Hosty, into the game. These suffered a disappointing 2~0 loss to,/ ing chances throughout the contest. Farrell.
Recently, the Lady Musketeers substitu,dons gave the team a higher Evansville.. Last Wednesday, XU
XU held off the Lady Purple
The goal put EU up 2-0. Xavier
have been struggling to put strings energy te\/el and the improvement heisted the Lady Purple Aces at Aces for much of the first half, but was not able to muster a comeback
of passes together fo move .the ball was evident as Xavfor began to cpn- Corcoran Field as part of a double- with .18: 11 remaining until the in- and found itself on the wrong end
up the field.
·
trol the ball and the game.
header with the Xavier men's 'soc~ termission, EUfreshman midfielder of 2-0 decision.
The fast~paced arid hdrrible con-.
Up 'until this point in the game, cer team.
Holly Wimberg scored on a header
Although this was a disappoiintdition of the Ohio soccer field did the referee had been very lenient on
Like OU, Evansville was also off a cross from senior forward ing loss to Evansville, Xavier renot appear as though i(was going penalty calls, which resulted in a searching for re~enge· on the Lady Shelean Roylance. The goal gave bounded well to defeat OU. The
to help the situation: However, great deal of contact and pushing;
Musketeers as a result of Xavier's Evansville a J-0; lead, "Which was win against Ohio should give the
X~v'fir'cWer6'ame tlfo' b~r~en field
Reinshagen had been knocked 2-1 victory last season. Con;lirig :the'score atthe end of the half. ; · Lady Musketeers some needed conconditioris and exhibited scime of down many times due to the con- into Wednesday's game, XU held a
Although Xavier was able to · fidence as the team heads into conits best passing of the season in the .tact, but always jumped back up. In 3-1-1 edge over: Evansville in the improve on its passing in the sec- ference play this weekend.
early going of the game.
the end, her perseverance wouid · all~time series. ·
·
ond half arid did have some scorOn Friday, XU· will be in New
Due to this superb passing, the pay off for XU.
From the onset Xavier had ing chances, the team was unable York to take on St. Bonaventure and
With less than a minute remain-· trouble putting a string of passes ta- to capitalize.
Lady Musketeers provided strong..
then will travel to Pittsburgh for a
offensive pressure for the first 20 · · ing in the game, Hasty ran down a · · gether. With the Lady Musketeers'
Evansville then put the nail in · Sunday match-up with Duquesne.
minutes of the contest. Ohio weath-. ball in the comer and played the ball foability to complete their passes, the. coffin with 28:05 remaining in Both of these games will be very
ered the Xavier attack withoutal- to the center of the field in an effort· the team struggled to generate the game. when senior forward inportant in the Lady Musketeers'
lowing any goals, and from there to make something happen.
much of an offensive attack. This Sandy Jakubezak scored from effort of moving up theA-10 stand. the game settled into. an up-and"I knew there was not much time~ in turn providedEvans.ville with a . about five yards out, off of an as- ings.

fBY MAIT. MADGES ·

·. Assistaht Sports Editor ·

Volleyball_comes up even on the road in Philly
.

"

'

BY JOE ANGOLIA
Sports Writer

Last weekend the women's volleyball team hit the road, and·
headed to Philadelphia t~ face some
stiff competition from two Atlantic
10 foes. The in-conference rivals
would prove a challengefor the visiting Lady Musketeers, but the team
would head ·home having split the
two-game road trip.
The Lady Muskies~ trip began
with a match against La Salle University. The first game proved
tough, and· the Explorers came
away with a 15-12 win.
However, Xavier.would go on to
Freshmar outside hitter Sarah.Bachus bumps th.e ball while ..
· win the next three games, each by
junior).efmy
Janszen (3)and freshman Jill Hampton {13)watch.
·.·
at least 6 points (15~7, lS~S and 15~ ·
9),
Sen.ior setter Cara Espelage .· Musketeers' overall record to 4-6
As usual, the XU women were. passed the ball around to herfront- . (2-1 in. the A-10) and dropped the
led offensively by their duo of · line and finished the night wit~ 49 Explorers back to 8-4 (0-3).
middleblocke~s;seni9rGabeCook. assists.
The Xavier women looked to
and junior Jenny Janszen; who had.
'."We came out sluggish against continue their. success in Pennsyl14 and 13 kills respectively~ F~esh~ 1 .La Salle .and kist the first· game," · vania the next night, but found an
man Jill Hampton also provided a saidheadco~chFloydDeaton~ "but obstacle in their way the size ofa
spark'with 14 kllk . . . · .· ·. .
we turned it around re.al quic;k. mountain.
Junior Beth Qsterday. was the··· Theypl~Ye<l.w.ell, but we just have
In their path stood the confera:nchor for the defense, ,_recording .. ·. rriore talent a~d responded well~"
.ence champions• from a. year ago,
16 digs, and scoring 11 k°ills.. ········-- ... .. . . The. win improved the Lady the Owls of Temple University.
·~·

'

Temple finished last season with
Leading the way were Cook (19
a 29-5 record including an unde- kills) and Osterday ( 15 kills and 18
feated 20-0 in conference play. The digs). Hampton and Janszen were
matchwould prove a true test of this also able to record double digit kills
· year's team, and would determine (13 and 12 respectively) as
•·.·just how well Xavier could do in Espelage passed around 53 assists.
the Atlantic 10.
The loss set the Lady Muskies
The first game was close but back to a 4-7 record (2-2) and imended in a 15-10 Xavier loss. The proved the Owls. to 4-0 in the AtXU women would rebound to take lantic 10.
The Lady Musketeers will play
.the next game 15-.12 ..·
. Both teams knew that the third host to the University of Dayton
game, with a 1-1 tie so far, would tonight at Schmidt Fieldhouse at 7
be the game to determine the . p.m. (see Game of the Week).
match's outcome. It was hard
On Friday night, the St.
fought, but the Lady Muskies came Bonaventure Lady Boonies will try
up short and dropped a tough one; their.luck at Schmidt at 7 p.m: as
13~15.
well.
The Owls did not letup, and finThe following weekend Xavier
ished off the match in game four will host Duquesne and Virginia
·Tech at 7 p;m. on Friday, Oct. 9 and
with a 15-10 win.
Though they did lose, the XU Saturday, Oct. 10. ·
All of these are important conwomen showed tremendous poise
and ability by playing so well ferencematches for XU~ who needs.
against the conference's number to make a move in the conference
.
.one team.
standings soon .
"We were in there against · "We are as good as any team in
Temple, but then we let them off the conference," said Deaton, "but
. the ropes. We have to learn how to there is· a point when you have to
win these tough games," said stop saying and start doing."
Deaton.
'

,• •.T,
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Tellnis ·teams swinging into ;fall· season
BY MAlT BARBER
Sports Editor

Both the men's and women's
tennis teams are in full swing this
fall having begun their seasons two
weekends ago .. The Xavier netters
are showing again that they are a
solid, competitive bunch who play
hard and, more often than not, come
away victorious.
The men's tennis team took its
game to the RedHawk Invitational
hosted by Miami. University. from
Sept. 18-20 to kick off their season.
They posted some impressive
games against pfayers froin Miami,
Duquesne and Morehead State.
In the flight A singles, freshman
.Aaron Baue~ placed third for the
Musketeers and, in flight B; sophomore Kyle Bates finished fourth.
In flight C singles competition,
freshman Kevin McErnery came in
third place and, in flight D, freshman Jeff Roman beat out junior
Zeeshawn Siddiqui (6-1, 6-1) for
third place (Siddiqui finished

fourth). In doubles coinpetition, the ond, third and fourth respectively Universtiy of
Dayton, Wright
team of senior Richard Garth and in the sixth flight.
McErnery placed fourth.
The doubles team of Roth and State and WisThe women's tennis team com- senior Lindsay Weber placed third consin-Green .
peted at the Bowling Green Irivita- in the first doubles flight and the Bay.
tional hosted ·by BGSU over the team of Norton and Palmenter
Senior Brent
same weekend.. They came away eaged out junior Kristen Wolf and . Cullen
and
with four flight champions in the Kramer for third place in the third Siddiqui lost in
five-team tournament against Bowl- doubles flight.
their first-round
ing Green, Detroit Mercy, Eastern
The women traveled to Dayton matches in the
Kentucky and Toledo.
last Wednesday for a match against first and fourth
Junior Julie Roth in the third the Flyers, where the Musketeers flights respecflight, freshman Kerrie Kramer in dominated, 8-1.
. tively. However,
the fifth flight, senior Jill Norton in
Palmenter,
Wolf,
Roth, Bates won his
the sixth flight and the team of sis- Abraham, Weber and Sikora all first-round match
ters senior Laura and sophomore won their matches, with only ·in the second
Junior Julie Roth won her flight at the Bowling
Tracie Fraunfelder in the third Palmenter and Abraham needing flight, 7-5• 6 -0. Green Invitational.
doubles flight all won their respec- three sets to dispose of their oppo- He lost the .first
tive flights and were crowned flight nents .
set 7-5 and then defaulted the sec- Invitational this weekend from Frichampions.
In the doubles matches, the ond set in his second-round match day to Sunday. Akron, Youngstown
Sophomore Natalie Palmenter ,Fraunfelder sisters ancl the team of loss to the eventual flight runner- State, Buffalo, Duquesne and Chicago State will all be slapping foreplaced third in th~ first flight and Norton and Kramer both won their up.
freshman Beth Abraham finished matches, as Sikora and Chokan
In doubles play, the team of hands down the line against the
second to Roth iri the third flight. were the only XU netters to fa!I to Cullen and Bauer lost their first- Musketeers.
The men will be competing· at
Sophomore Gwen Sikora finished the Flyers.
round match againstthe eventual
the Bowling Green Invitational at
third in the fourth flight, and senior
The men's team fared less suc- doubles champs.
·
The wome1,1 will be taking on a BGSU at the same time.
Denise Chokan,"Laura Fraunfelder cessfully this past weekend at the
and Tracie Fraunfelder finished sec- Dayton Invitational against the . host. of competitors at the Akron
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obtains use of Sherman Field

··BY MATT BARBER

.Department Jim Ray and the Direc-.
Shawn Hamm; the assist11nt ditor of the Cincinnati Recreation rector of recreational sports and the
Commission.was reached Sept. 10. director of intramural and club
The Recreational Sports DepartThis agreement followed at- sports, has been revamping the in. ment, with the university's attain- tempts by the school to secure fields tramural program's offerings to
ment of Sherman Field for student in Norwood, which Norwood city deal with the scheduling. restric'use, now has a location to hold ouh officials voted down earlier in the tions.
door intraniural arid club sport con- year for unspecifiedreasons.
Mostoftheindoorofferings will
·tests.
Xavier is now t_he primary ten- take place later in the evening so
Last week, intramural sports be- ant of Sherman Field, having exclu- the daylight hours can be taken full
gan play, endfog speculation that sive use of it from Sunday through advantage of by such outdoor ofsports like softball, soccer and flag Thursday for intramural sports and ferings as softball, flag football and
football would have to be moved on Saturday for club sports. ·The soccer.
indoors.
alumni softball league will be usThe Recreational Sports Department is working on a proposal in
Sherman Field, at the corner of ing the field during the summer.
Sherman Avenue and Victory ParkOne drawback to the Sherman which the university would fund
way about one mile north of cam- Field site is its lack of lighting. improvementsoftheShermanField
pus, boasts two softball diamonds When Cohen Field was the venue site in exchange for permanent use
and soccer field that can be used for intramural sports at Xavier, its of it. ·
for sports like football, lacrosse and lights allowed games to be schedThe Cincinnati Sports Commisrugby.
uled much later into the evenings. . sion hopes to have the facility upXavier obtained use of the field
At Sherman Field, games have graded for a youth bas~ball national
from the Cincinnati Recreation to be scheduled_ late enough so that tournament it hopes to host in 2000.
Commission. when· an agreement students with afternoon classes can · Proposed improvements would inbetween school administrators, Di- participate, but early enough so that elude lights, an irrigation and drainrector of the Recreational· Sports darkness does not interrupt play.
age system, a small storage facility
sports Editor

a

and on-site restrooms, none of
which exist there presently.
"The. Cincinnati Recreation
Commission is pleased to enter into
a partnership with us as an opportunity to improve and enhance their
little league baseball program. It's
a win-win situation," said Ray.

Sherman Field would be open
for use by residents of the nearby
Cincinnati and Norwood neighborhoods even if Xavier is granted permanent use of it.·
"It would be an improved facility for the community," said Ray.
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Classic taste
The Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra is offering a student discount. Full-time students of any age can purchase discounted tickets at $8 each for both classical and pops concerts at the CSO Box
Office. Student tickets for classical concerts are a vaila,ble, in person, the weekof the con.cert. For pops concerts, student tickets are
available, in person, 45 minutes before the concert. Student groups
of eight or more can purchase tickets to classical concerts for $7
each. Limit two tickets per valid student ID for this offer.
Also, "Musical Banquets" are held before each Thursday evening
concert. The Thursday night concerts take place on Nov. 12, Jan.
21, Mar. 11, and AprH29.at 7:30 p.m. Buffet and entertainment
starts at6:30p.m,
·

FEATURE

Musical trail-blazers
AWARE RECORDS PROVIDES LISTENERS WITH INDEPENDENT MUSIC AND
· OPPORTUNITIES TO GET INVOLVED
BY LAUREN MOSKO

each group's unique strengths and · ·Currently, 160 college reps are in~
regional popularity to draw crowds volved in the promotion of local
.throughout the country. By 1998; shows, the selling of Aware CDs;
name of Gregg Latterman set out the 40-date tour had grown so store displays and press.
on a noble and courageous mission: strong that Aware secured sponsorIn addition to the College Rep
To search out unsigned bands and ship from Levi's Jeans and Nan- · program,Aware offers a highly deaid them in their quest for exposure. tucket Nectars. The fourth tour, al- veloped web page to all those avid
He called his project Madaket ready in the planning stage, is set internet surfers looking for new
Records, but decided in '94 to re- to kick off in January of '99.
music (see www.awaremusic.com).
name it 'Aware.'.
Aware has also had a hand in.the Through the web site, Aware junkies can order CDs, T-shirts and hats
Half a decade and six compil~-.,,.w~::X,SUK-<!lte.nde.d~tHORI:t
tions have passed sine
tte ,,,,,,,),,,,,, ,
·
·
awarestore.com).
began; but Aw
bright idea. may
1
% o ~ bustling
is still th,~i,s
0
''Ouf''vi
~'lent; but
"'%
mucttl~t
a
ver~.
.H
bring gr
the eoint
Tha\~s w
abo~1 us,
said.
,"~{)\ware
Many'',··<"<'?1':.·,
v~r
alum
'JP''.
.
Aware's pasfi
fie Newswire.
tions have achieve n
,,,
~~·
1¥tr·
iJ>O ,,.~
o
. ·ltlf)fi~~g harder, getting
nition. Bands like Matchbox
1fltiP
I
.w re aggressive and working
stat
(once called Tabitha's Secret ,
ovetail's single, "Level OIJ,,!,PeiP"1ongerhours. The drive only gt;ts
Hootie and the Blowfish, The Verve Insi e, 'rs~takifig"oVer'enlC'tlg~ air- deeper."
.
Pipe, Better than Ezra, Edwin waves with number one spins at al· Music fans everywhere can
McCain, Everything, Ja'ckopierce, ternative powerhouse QlOl sleep a little sounder knowing that
Dovetail Joint; Train and Vertical (WKQX) am:l is being added to the ·guys like Lauerman and Smith. are ,
Horizon all got their initial spark play lists of The Edge (WXDG) in · out there. blazing the independent
from the good people at Aware.
Detroit and The Plant (WPGU) in · trails for us; we just get to reap the:
Aware 's grassroots success Champaign, Ill.
benefits.
·
urged Latterman to take his label to
Aware has grown to ~nclude
If you ~re interested in becomanother level. In 1995, the Aware sey~n full-time employees, but is al- ing an Aware· College Rep, please
Tour was formed.
ways looking for fresh, creative in- · contact Awt'lre Records at·.· 1~806. The tour united the bands from put. This is where Aware Records' A WARE-65. ·.
the first three compilations, using College Rep program comes in ..
Diversions Editor
Five years ago, a man by the

.,,~,,

Queen of the stage
Actress Robin Lane portrays one of the country's great art
collectors, Isabella Stewart Gardner in "Queen of Back Bay" at the
Taft Museum, Friday, Oct.9, 2-4 p.m. and Saturday, Oct. 10, 2-4
p.m. A garden tea party follows each performance, from 4-5 p.m.
Admission is $20 for Taft Museum members and $28 for the public. RSVP at 241-0343, ext. 19.
·

The Charts
This week's top IO.Hot 100
Singles:
1) "The First Night,.. Monica
2) "I Don't Want t<> ;Miss a
Thing" Aerosmith
3) "One Week" Barenaked
Ladies
4) "Crush" JenniferPage
5) "I'll Be" Edwin' McCain
6) "My Way" Usher
7) "Time After Time" Inoj
8) "The Boy Is Mine"
Brandy & Monica
9) "Daydream in' " ·Tatyana
Ali
10) "When The Lights Go
Out" Five

This week's top 10 albums
from the Billboard 200:
1) Marilyn Manson,
Mechanical Animals
2) Lauryn Hill, The
Miseducation OfLauryn Hill
3) Beastie Boys, Hello Nasty
4) Hootie & The Blowfish,
Musical Chairs
6) Bareµaked Ladies, Stunt
7) Soundtrack, Rush Hour
·8) Back!ltreet Boys,
Backstreet Boys
9) The Brian Setzer
Orchestra, The Dirty Boogie
10) Hole, Celebrity Skin

New Releases
The following were due for release Sept. 29:
Soundtrack, Night at the Roxbury (Geffen) ... A Tribe Called
Quest, The Love Movement (Jive) ... Leah Andreone, Alchemy
(RCA) ... Babe the Blue Ox, The Way We Were (RCA) ... Buffalo
Tom, Smitten (A&M) ·... Elvis Costello I Burt Bacharach, Painted
From Memory (Mer~ury) ... Sheryl Crow, The GlObe Sessions .
(A&M) ... Judas Priest, '98 Live Meltdown (CMC Int' I) ... Hsahall;
ls This Real? (Reprise) ... Mercury Rev, Deserter's Songs (V2) ....
Joni Mitchell, Taming the Tiger (Reprise) ... Otitkast, Aquemini .
(Arista) ... The Paradise Motel, Left Over Life to Kill (Tim I Kerr)
... Prince Paul, Prince Ampng Thieves (Tommy Boy) ... PJ Harvey,
·ls This Desire? (Island) ... The Samples, The Tan Mule (W.A.R.?)
... Soul Coughing, E{Oso (Warner Bros.) ... Stuttering John,
Everybody's Normal But Me (Razor.& Tie) ... Wild Orchard, Oxygen (RCA) ...
... all dates are tentative.

Live Wires
Friday, Oct..9
They Might Be Giants w/
Michael Shelley
@Bogart's

Thursday, Oct. 1
Samples
wl Gathering Field
@Bogart's
Tuesday, Oct. 6
Fishbone
w/Kid Rock
@ Riple~'s
Thursday, Oct. 8
. Train
w/Guster
@Bogart's

·:·'

Tuesday, Oct. 13
Better Than Ezra w/
Athenaeum and Possum
Dixon
·@Bogart's
and
Lenny Kravitz w/ Sean
Lennon and Furslide
@ Taft Theatre

'Aware 6' keeps· it coming
' BY LAUREN MOSKO
Diversions Editor.

Aware Records has produced yet
another remarkable compilation of
up-and~coming artists, entitled
Aware 6., This. disc is an easy cooperative of pop, folk, jazz/funk
and contemporary rock musicians
whose na~es are bound to vault
from obscurity in a spray of fireworks.
Shawn Mullins, one of the most
talented artists featured, begins the
album perfectly with "Lullaby."
The spoken-word vocal line draws
attention to the track, and presents
the listener with the sense that he
or she is being told a story (fitting,
since the song is called "Lullaby") ..
The chorus, "Everyth.ing's gonna be
all right I Rock~a-bye ... " is a soothing compliment to the story of the
upbringing of a young girl and the
uneasy artfulness of the narrator.
The music is a beautiful union of
acoustic guitar and piano, beginning with a beat reminiscent of
Sheryl Crow's "Leaving Las Vegas.".
Next, Owsley contributes their
"Homecoming Song," a track wfrh
a catchy beat and scratchy guftar,
reviving the age-old message of
solidarity and loyalty. "I've spent a
long time away I and it's good to
be home I cuz together is better than
being alone .... "
The more mellow "For Another
Time" by Noel Hartough is next in
the line-up, taking an almost melancholy, solemn break from the
album's established up-beat, pop
rock feel. .The lyrics in this track

are ones that !had to turn over a
few times in my head, and, in the
end, I was quite impressed. "You're
notthe sea without end I you 're just
a lake I The sea is deep enough for
someone to sink I You' re not a stone
that sticks to the Earth I you 're just
a weight I A stone can keep itself in
· one place I So if you want to be with·
:me I you'll have to wait ... "
·
· Track number five, Rustic Overtones' "Feast or Famine" combines

the use of a wa-wa pedal with a horn
section and an unobtrusive, rhythmic vocal line to-create a tune that's
destined to stick in your head. Although not particularly exciting, it's
still a good song.
Cary Pierce's "Tower" has a
Toad the Wet Sprocket-softness in
both vocal arrangement and guitar
style. If you're a Toad fan, you'll
probably dig this guy. This particular song is a self-actualizing, selfaware ballad which confidently announces, ...I'm ready .to love I I'm
ready to breathe I I'm ready to give
more than I receive/I've lived long
enough I alone as I am I though
nothing's deserved I I feel that I
can."

Greyboy Allstars win the award
for nonconforl11ity; their instr,umen.:•
tal, "Turnips Big Move," is a fiinky
groqve jam-packed with synthesized orgari layers. Jcouldn 't help
but think of Superfly when' this
rriusic began.
.Hartoughreturns with track 13,
"Summer," reinforcing the impact
he has on .the disc's overall success.
This is a light, nostalgic song, in
contrast to his.first submission, but
it is no less expressive. Hartough's'
words paint a simple, universal
scene when he sings, 'Tm .drinking to you I cuz it feels like a summer day ... "Mullins' "Gulf of Mexico" is
another realistic tale, like. the first
track, about a girl's reflections and
regrets ("She thinks she might have
loved him once l that was so long
ago ... "). Th~ soft, sad acoustic
guitar helps to explain why .his national popularity has lately taken
such a sharp rise. (At this point, I
think he's my favorite contributor.)
Grey boy returns to finish up the
disc with a live version of "Happy
Friends." This instrumental features a slightly more aggressive
horn tha~ "Turnips" but a little
slower. tempo. No matter, the funk
is still alive and well.
This concludes Aware 6, a solid
album and ~ great place to start for
any of you who have never experienced an Aware compilation. My
only question concerns the fact that
there are no feniale vocals contributing to an.otherwise stellar effort.
, No.matter, maybe.the ladies wm
defend their role .in the future· of
new music ori Aware 7.
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'<Jlay Pigeons' a sure shot
·

. ..... DON'T MISS VAUGHN, GAROFALO AND PHEONIX IN

TH~S

DARK COMEDY .

.

. .

BY JENNAH DURANT

ing off of, intertwining with and
Here, the· sly
squirming. fo between the funny wickedness of the
OK, I admit it. I had some spare parts: -Throw iri fantastic perfor- film comes alive.
time this slimmer, and some of this·.' mances from the lead and supportBesides the intime was delegated to watching the · ing actors, and you get ,one very en- tricate convolutions
of the plot, strong
National Spelling Bee on ESPN2. . tertaining film.
(I'm not going to justify this action
The movie starts off innocently performances drive
in any way, let'.s just leave it alone, eQough, showing two good ol' boys this film along like
eh?) The word that crowned the shooting beer bottles against the a relentless cattle
grand ·high speller girl was "chiar.: backdrop of a magnificent Montana rustler.
oscurist," meaning, "an artist who ... valley.
Vaughn is both
The first turn comes quickly, hilarious and repulworks. with light and dark contrasts."
however, when Earl accuses Clay sive as Lester. His
This word came to mind while (Phoenix) of sleeping with his wife. engaging manner,
watching the new Gramercy Pie- Earl is. so distraught over this, he ... convincing Southtures release "Clay Pigeons,'' star~ kills himself, but first he shoots ern accent and
ring Vince Vaughn, Joaquin Phoe- himself in the leg with Clay's gun fringed cowboy
nix andJaneane Garofalo.
in order to frame Clay for his death. shirts make him
This is a dark comedy in all reClay manages to clear the cloud hard to completely
spects, with the dark parts bounc- of guilt Earl left hanging over his ·detest as a villain,
PHOTO COURTESY OF GRAMERCY PICTURES
name, but .this cover-up leads to even when he is at
Lester
Long
(Vaughn,
right)
and
Clay
(Phoenix)
reel
in a little more than fish
more trouble and a series of quick his most deplorin this scene from "Clay Pigeons:'
plot twists.
able.
· SomeofthistroublecomescourHe is so magtesy of Earl's widow, Amanda, netic on-screen that it's hard not to was Cates, who gratingly overdoes · do about this and how it should be
played by Georgina Cates. She be totally drawn into his perfor- the vampy Amanda. After seeing done is orchestrated to "Dueling
her in five straight scenes with a Banjos."
could care less about the death of mance.
The whole effect was so absurd
Phoenix does the dark and cigarette in her mouth, nappy
her husband and tries really hard to
that
I couldn't help laughing out
get Clay not to worry about it ei- brooding thing for much of the . bottle-dyed hair falling over smoky
loud;
despite the fact that one of the
ther.
movie, but he also plays Clay with eyes and wearing nothing but linthree
characters on screen was a
Relief from the clutches of his a vulnerable quality. He is, in actu~ gerie, I wanted to scream, "OK,
cheesy,
bloated dead body.
former lover comes from .a myste~ · ality, responsible for none of the she's a bitch; we get it!"
If
you
like this kind of twisted
A few scenes alone would make
rious stranger, Lester Long, played mayhem taking plac~ on screen.
humor,
"Clay
Pigeons" is definitely
by the ever-delicious Vaughn.
Garofalo is surprisingly easy to this movie worth seeing. One in
to
put
on
your list ·
one
Lester, who is nothing but a take as an FBI agent, probably since particular finds· Lester· and Clay
· · PHOTO COURTESY OF GRAMERCY PICTURES
fishing;
where
they
see
a
dead
body
Janeane Garofalo remains her goofy cowboy at first, soon bee she brings mm;h of her sarcastic wit
float by.
·
comes the source of everyone's (in- to.the screen.
sarcastic, witty self despite
The
ensuiilg
d_ebate
over what to
eluding Clay's) problems.
The only sub-par performance
her role as an FBI agent.
Diversions Writer
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- IN YOUR EAR
don't dream about you anymore I I
won't cry about you anymore ...".
Another track I feel I should
warn you about is number seven,
"Sea of Broken Hearts." You can
probably guess that this is not a
·.song you want to work out to: "An~
other storm, another crash I As the
currents pull me under I Look for
me as I drown I In the sea of broken hearts."
Later, the band made a valiant
The Samples
effort with "Little People," a sentiKent
Here andSomewhere
mental track about recalling the
Isola
days when we were all. kids, playElse
(RCA)
ing in the tree house out back with
(W.A.R~?).
the "No Girls Allowed" sig!l tacked
Late one night a few weeks ago, · to the side.
"And the King's in my head I
I had an opportunity to experience
As my socks kicked into spin Sings his songs, he's amazing I I've
two of the more unpleasant chores cycle, I began to notice the voice been dreaming of Elvis all my life,"
of my college life: I had to do my of one of the lead singers was Joakim ·Berg shouts on the track,
laundry, and I had to listen to The strangely reminiscent of Counting "Elvis." A fascination with Elvis
Samples new release, Here and Crows singer Adam Duritz (which is not the most likely subject one
Somewhere ~lse, the band's eighth is either a good thing or a bad thing, would think to come out of
album since 1989.
depending on whether or not you Sweden's renowned group, Kent,
but it is definitely an amusing one.
The leadofftrack, ~·we All Move like the Counting Crows).
But Elvis is just one of the many
The tone of the CD was also
On,'' had a pleasant little attempt at
a reggae beat, but it fell flat about strangely reminiscent of the Crows, odd themes displayed on Kent's
halfway through, when for some in that it was anything but upbeat. new album, Isola.
. reason the artists put in a little in- (A song about soinething other than
Isola is a brilliant delve into an:
terlude featuring a blend of people failed love wouldn't kill The depths of life with a very melan-"
arguing, opera-style singing and· . Samples;)
choly outlookand sound on songs
various other crowd noises.
However, some talented work by like. '°Bianca" and "Glider." AlIt was enough to make you stop . Alex Matson on the keyboard and though mellow and slightly dewhatever you were doing, press re- guest Hannah Alkire with the cello .pressing, Kent is not nearly as
wind, and say, "What the heck was provide a few bright spots on an whiny as· some of their other Eurothat?"
otherwise mundane albuin.
pean counterparts, and they can be
Things progressed to one of the
Overall, the CD made for an credited with more insightful and
intelligent song writing than .the
better trac;ks called "Anymore," a unsatisfying experienc;e.
song fo· a former lover telling her.
Here and Somewh.e're Else isn't rest.
On the surface, one may categothat she was all but forgotten. "I· · bad, but. itjs~ 't great" and if you 're
rize Kent as merely Brit~pop, but
don't care about you anymore I I not a big Samples fan, steer clear.
don't think about you anymore I I
-'-Jonathan Mosko, Asst. Diversio1zs underneath, they have a lot more to
don't call about you anymore /I
· Editor offer. Isola is a collection of harshly

anti-pop structured songs with very Records release. This song was
personal lyrics and lots of distorted monopolized by hard guitar and a
rather. monotonous vocal line; in
feedback.
Although Kent is not an imita- fact, it draws its only substantiality
tor whatsoever, those who enjoy . from occasional vocal layering.
Britain's Radiohead will feel right
Next can;te ·"Protocol," a B-side
at home with.Kent.
track whose mysterious lyrics res-Todd Parkhurst,.Diversions Writer
cued it from the dreaded 'skip' button. ("What hides behind I is the
you that you define I Protocol I
Keeping quiet is a must ... /trading
secrecy for trust ... ") The music was
what really1bothered me, though.
During the chorus, a discordant instrumental ·backdrop of guitar arid
drums distracted me from any attempt at enjoyment. For the verses,
however; .a sparse, steady beat prevails and proves to be a bit more
bearable.'
"Motorcade" was a disaster due
to garbled, layered, scratchy vocals
reminding me of garage-band-qual(Aware Records)
ity microphone failure. I couldn't
Until Dovetail Joint's new EP even finish· it.
Level found its way into my stereo,
Blah, blah, blah through tracks
my only experience with the band four and five ... But wait! Number
was their courageous performance six, ''Timings Right" opens with an
at last year's half-flooded ··instrumental beat that conjured the
STYUKA carnival on the academic images oflnaracas and bongos. I
mall.
was so excited by the use of new
I was really impressed by the music on this album that I didn't
group's ability to draw a crowd de- even notice the vocal line, which
spite the inclement weather, so the brings me to my point: innovative
new EP had me pumped.
music plus flat vocals equals ruined
Unfortunately, it did not live up . song.
to my high expectations (even
I have no idea whether Dovetail
though I was informed it was mak- Joint just plays better live or if this
ing quite a mark at rec.ord stores new soun~ is an experiment, but
across the country).
I'm going 'to hold on to my
The disc opens with the already STYUKA memories and hope the
popular "Level on the Inside," a band's next effort is a little more
preview of things to come from original.
Dovetail's January 1999 Columbia
- Lauren Mosko, Diversions Editor
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Kinko's w0uld like to help start yaur semester off righto
We're offering great saVing on black & white copies - just 4¢ each.
And Freshmen, visit your localKinko's and pick up your FREE Freshmen Welcome Pak.
While you're there, check out all of Kinko's great products and services.

With 60 years of proven success getting students into
the schools of their choice, we're the chosen leader in
test prep. Just ask anyone who's taken Kaplan. They
can easily be found at a grad school near you.

kinko•s·

ff'.'EE.
Welcome
Pak!
ov~r 535 valµ?

...

Freshmen: Bring this coupon .
and your Fmhmen LO. catd to
Kfnlto's and nn:efve a FREE

Welcome Pak while supplies last.

Includes:
•Kinko's Copy(ard - with 25
.. !Tee self-seive copies*
•Kinko's Coupon Booklet

1·BOO·KAP· TEST

DAYTON
1189 Miamisburg~Centerville Rd.
436-1313

www.kaplan.com .
*Test names are registered trademarks of their respective owners.

AAC346

k•In. o·s· .
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'Applies to
x 11' black and I
aiples on 20/b white
EXP 9/30/98
I.white
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BLACK & WHITE COPIES
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bond.

DAYTON
·.
1189 Miamisburg-Centerville Rd_.
436-1313
.. ·
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.AAC345

MOST STOR(S OPEN 24 HOURS, 7 DAYS
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•
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,
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Remw 811" • 11 • blade and whth copies on 20lh whlto bond for just
discount programs. Offer valid at tfme of purchase and may not be
discounted or credited towards past or future purthases. Valid at l<inko's
listed loutlons onll' Coupon •?Id whefl! prohibited by law. No cash value. .

•Kinko's cOrrection Fluid
•Highlighter & Pen
'
•Post-It' Notes
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LETSMOOTHIEKING HELP!
Come by.to see us and have one of our smoothies. Smoothie King
smoothies are low-fat, nutritious drinks made with real fruit. Our
smoothies are great if you are feeling tired, run-down, or a little ·
weary.
You will also find a complete selection of vitamins, supplements,
.· . sports nutrition products, low-fat snacks and much more.
So when you 're interested in fitness and nutrition, check out your
new Smoothie King. What you eat can help you look and feel
better. And it's all herefo:r you at Smoothie King!

l(l-wm.~

to

....

r----------------------~-~-~

: 2 for,1
: SMOOTHIE
I

Always the coolest spot for hot wings. ond cold beerl
.Our award-winning Buffalo wings are perfect for
any size football party. Stop in and catch the game
on the big screen or our. multitude of TV's,
or call for carryoutl

·I
I.
I
I

··

· .

Of Equal or Less Value

:
:

~,

. e '-.

I

~i

.~

Good
Good•••

at partldpadn1 locadcim only. Same nstrictloas mar app11;
Not valid with 11111 other olfeo One <OUpon per aalOm_tr per.~~ '
qnchiuad
01Tu.xp1n.l'ililms' ·

··

I
1
I

·•

·----------------~-~~--~---~

~

· Smoot.hie.;King ·
3880M PUton Avenue
''·Hyde Park Phlza ,.

_...;,··,..... -.. ...... ,·
"

''Cincinliat' Ohio ...

2692 Madison ·Rood-• 351-9464 • Norwood

I

513•321-3024
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•. :1'h~r~day'iile'IIotI~~·~8~1ddecide
·~~cepts · ·
.· on a"'resolution cifinqtiiry authocongressional medal
rtzi~g theJudtciarY Coriimittee to
· >Source: College Press Wire · investigate and then to vote on
>Compiled by: Sarah Kelley
WASHINGTON, D.C.; (AFP)
whether to adopt articfos of im- South Africa11 .President
Sharif. said ~'the. world must peachment."
.
Nelson Mandela accepted a conPakistan. agrees
that Pakistan 'did not
If the vote results in passage of . gressional medal from President
to nuclear
test
ban .• . appreciate·
.
. .
.:
initiate the tests. India tested to the resolution, it would mark the Clinton on Wednesday during a
YORK· (AFP)- Paki- alter·. th·~ strategic .balance and.• start of a lengthy· process, ending ceremony recognizing Matidela's
stan will adhere to a treaty ban- · threatened· our security and sov~ · · .in a trial .before the Senate.
battle againstapartheid.
· ning underground .nuclear tests ereignty."
The award was given at the
He noted that both India and
when u:s. sanctlons.are lifted,
Capitolwith Clinton standing next
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif an- Pakistan have announced a unilat~ ·
to top Congressional leaders. It
nounced last Wednesday.
era! moratorium following the
was Clinton's first visit to ConIn a speech before the UN Gen" nuclear explosions that drew gloNEW YORK (AFP) -African gress since moves to impeach him
. j ·~al Assembly;Sharif·dropped a. ·bal condemnation;
leaders·should·show wisdom·and began:
key condition that Pakis.tan had
The CTBT c~n only come into responsibility and put an end to the
Mandela, 80, received the Conpreviously insisted upon ~·that· force. when 44 named. countries many conflicts in Africa; UN Sec- gressional Gold Medal from
India should firs.t sign thc(Com- with a nuclear potential have rati~ . retary General Kofi .Annan said Clinton and joked that his one reprehensive Test. Ban Treaty· tied the treaty - including India Thursday. . .
.
gret in his long and·distinguished
(CTB T) · banning. 'undergro,und and Pakistan. With Pakistan's sig-•.
''Without the determination of life was not being "heavyweight
nuclear tests. ·
· . .
nature;42ofthose states will have. ·the parties themselves to reach champion of the world."
'Sharif said Wednesday that Pa- signed, although India' and North . . political accommodation, there is · But now, hesaid, hewould like
kistan "is prepared to adhere to the Korea have not. ,
little ~e can .do except offer the to· inform· the c.urrent champion,
· . CTBT" before a· conference of
·
· band-aid of humanitarian assis- Evander Holyfield,. that "today I
states that are party to the treaty Impeachment pro'c~ss
tance, often with great difficulties feel like the heavyweight chamin September 1999.
takes shape in Capitol and with great dsks," Annan said pion of the world."
"However, Pakistan's adherat a Security Council meeting conThe Congressional medal was
. ence to the. treaty will take place
WASHINGTON, D.c:, (AFP) . cerningAfrica,
· first awarded to George Washingonly in conditions. fre~ from coer- - Mciv¢s to· impeach President .. Annan said -the humanitarian ton in 1776, and Mandela said he
cionor pressure," he added.
Clintoiitookshape last week with disaster irl Somalia:and in Sudan was proud "the name of an AfriUN chief Kofi Annan issued a the announcement of a road map was worsening every day. He re- can is now added" to the long list
statement warmly welcoming signposting the way to the minded his audief!cethatfighting of those who had received it.
Sharif's statement "declaring his president's possible expulsion has erupted in t~e past six months
Clinton, in a speech before precountry'siritention of signing the from office.
in Ethiopia, Eritrea, the Demo- senting the award, praised
The House of Representatives cratiC Republic of the Congo as Mandela' s battle against apartheid
CTBT."
· ·
· Pakistani sources said it was will vote Oct. '8 on whether to well as in Guinea-Bissau, Angola and said his life served as an exunderstood that U.s: President Bill launch the inquiry in the first and Sierra Leone.
.
ample to "tear down the vestiges
Clinton would use. a presidentia,l move, which could lead to the imThe foreign ministers of the 15 of apartheid in o,ur own hearts."
waiver to lift the economic sane- peachment.of Clinton next year.
countries, who are members of the
"In forgiving.those who impris· · tioris imposed by the u.s:con" •· ·. Henry Hyde;. the. chafrmlln. of Security Council, are going to pass . ·oned. him, he reminded us of the
. ·gress after theindian'ang Pakistani the· Hciu.se J udiC:iary Cmnmittee a resollltion asking leaders to re- mostf~ndamen~al'messagefor us
nuclear tests in Ma,y. ·
· .. and the: architect of the plan, said· solve their differences peacefllllr. all~ that in the end, apartheid was

:M:ai1.deia

' '

'

'

NEW

African leaders
to resolve conflicts

a de.feat the heart, th~ mind, the .
·spirit," said Clinton.
Mandela spent 27 years in
· prison for his fight against apartheid and won the Nobel Peace
Prizein 1993~
Mandela spoke of his pride at
receiving the award.. He also
· stressed the need for economic
support for Africa; whose needs,
he hoped, "will have an understanding hearing in the United
States."
Mandefa has made clear where
his loyalties lie, praising the embattled American leader at a White
House reception Tuesday, when he
notably said, "Our morality does
not allow us to desert our friends."

of

Oprah Winfrey to be
on ~lit through. 2002 ·.
The.diva of daytime TV, Oprah
Winfrey, said Thursday she will
continue hosting and producing
her top-rated talk show, "The
Oprah Winfrey Show," through
2002, in a two-year deal which includes a $150 million advance.
In doing so, Winfrey and her
Chicago-based studios, Harpo
· Production Inc., will likely reap
more profits than ever from the
· show, which is watched by an es- ·
tim~ted 33 million viewers a week
across the country.
By signing a two-year extension, Winfrey quiets some rum-.
bling oI1Wall Street that she, who
has· ranked .first.wit~. women· for
. more than a decade, would hang
it up after the2000 s6ason. . .

7Hs~qoer 71 Morld)ofOpporlq:d~k{~s · ...
··.·.Charles H~ ouuuan:
·. presents the orlulnal? creators ·

JOE···SEAR·S<li,iiJASTON~illLLIAMS··.···
.

-1:

..•

.You're looking for an org:anization with th~ kno'VVledge and
. technology necessary to. work with the leading compap'.~~s·df the .
•. wor.ld.. You"re. ready to put yourtfil.ents to work with.a global··
leader whooffers extraordinary opportunities forpeopl~!\~#~ihe
nght ·qualities and the right attitud~~ Welcome to ¢oii~~rgys. ·...
. . As a world leader in providing outsourced l:J.Hlirig·and ...·
customer management solutions; Convergys is ahvays· iooldng for
exceptional people to fuelour e)(ceptional growth.· :We are.··
currently hiring for part-time,. full-time, day and ey~ning shifts in
areas such as:
·

* Telephone Sales
* Customer Service
.We encourage you to find out more about Convergys and what .
we have to offer at our: . . . .
. .
.

O'.P·E,:N .:;H·O U·SE
Monday,·October'Sth, from 3pm - 7pin
Our recruiting offices can also be· reached by mail, pltone,
fax or the internet at:
· Corivergys
Human Resourc:es Recruiting Dept.
··4650 Montgomery ~oad
·

. .

•

·N·
.,:,c··R·. . G· y··s· ;,
·. ·. ,.:; :' :V.:'l: ; ", · .

~:;v~~~~~~ot5212Co·
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Write for Xavier's student newspaper. Call 745-3607.

'

458-1485:
"
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. The. Universal Declaration of
Human Rights SOth Anniversary ·
speaker. series presents Dr. Joseph Wrinka. in Kelley A~dito"'."
rium at 7:30 p.m. ·

September 30
Yorn Kippur

.,...

Socializing about culturally
different topics and coffee are
great ways to re-energize.yourself
for a night full of homework or an
evening. class. International
Coffee Hour is a perfect time for
you to do both at 3:30 p.m. in the
Romero Center.
Candlebox and Brother Cane
are playing at Bogart's at 8 p.m.
They will· probably sound better
than when they played in the
fieldhouse and might have a few
new songs. It would be great if
you didn't have tons of.homework
that you are so dedicated to doing
· every night. And that test you have
on Friday, that you have to start
studying for now. Yeah right, who
are you trying to fool?
One week from today, after
classes, is the beginning of Fall
Break. Broke? Go home and kiss
up to mom and dad. Got cash?
Spend it somewhere fun. Neither
apply to you? Come up with
your own ideas.

It is Commuter Appreciation
Day. This includes anyone and
everyone that does not pay rent to
the university. It is for the poor
souls that are paying their own rent
and can no longer leave the heat
or air-conditioning on high with
the windows wide open, take hot
showers until the hot water runs
out, or leave the lights, radio and
television on all day while no one's
home. Commuters are pitied and
they are having this special day to
make us feel better since we just
finished paying the CG&E, phone
and water .(if those apply) bills.
It's another unofficial Senior
Night at Dana's. There are no specials and no free snacks. But the
locals, jukebox and regularlypriced cheap beer will always be
there. So join the rest of your
friends for another intoxicating
night.

HELP WANTED
PLAY IT AGAIN SPORTS
Kings Auto Mall, needs parttime sales associate. Flexible
hours. Fun job! Call Mary
@583-0040.
HELP WANTED
Veterinary assistant, parttime position in Finneytown
area. Afternoons & weekends.
Apply in person @ Grady Veterinary Hospital, 9211 Winton
Rd., 931-8675.

HELP WANTED
ABSOLUTE
SPRING
BREAK ... "TAKE 2" 2 FREE
TRIPS ON ONLY 15.SALES
and ... Earn $$$$. Jamaica,
Cancun, Bahamas, Florida, Padre! Lowest Prices! Free Meals,
Parties & Drinks. **Limited Of1-800-426-7710/
fer.•• ·
www.sunsplashtours.com.

To place an item in the calendar, call 745-3122 or send it campus mail
Or, if you prefer_ the fine
.Norwood establishments, you
can go there and have the same
fun with different locals.
Or, you can try another bar,
like Howl at the Moon, where
you can sing all night. Or the
Yucatan Liquor Stand, where
_there isn't a huge crowd, but $1
imports are a nice feature.
Or, you can stay in and study
or whatever it is you do at home,
by yourself..

FRI.DAY ·
October 2
If you are one of the lucky
many to be out of class early and
don't have a job on Friday afternoons, you can support the volley ball team at 3 p.m. in the
fieldhouse
against
St.
Bonaventure.

After the volleyball game and
after dinner, run over to the soccer field for the men's soccer
game against St. Bonaventure at
7 p.m. Do you wonder if they
save money by cramming both
the soccer and volleyball teams
on the same bus?

Everyone. knows abo1,1t Xavier
dances and how they.are and how
you are supposed to act (depending on how you want your life discussed for the next two weeks).
For freshmen, it's like an initiation
into the school. So why would
"Wild Nights" (Fall Ball, appro- ·
priately named) be any different?
Our safety is a huge concer_n,
therefore transportation will be
provided by SAC beginning at
8:45 p.m. (it starts at 9 p.m. and
. the first bus doesn't leave until it's
at least half full) and going until
10:30 p.m. (in case you are busy
with other activities). If you miss
the last bus and have to find another safe form of transportation,
you have plenty of time because
we don't get kicked out of Music
Hall until 1 a.m. Even though
the food is free (yes, there is food,
just like every other dance that you
didn't know there. was food) the
tickets and bar will cost you. Tickets are $8 in advance (available at
your local SAC office in the University Center) and $10 if you decide to wait until you actually
make it there.
Nope, nothing else going on
tonight, those are your only
choices. If you don't like them,
then sit in your hole and sulk.

to ML 2129.

If you aren!t one of the people
sleeping all day and have this
burning desire to walk a lOK, you.
can do it for the farm anirrials.
Walk for Farm Animals begins
at noon in Eden Park. The money
raised will be dedicated to ending farm animal abuse. If this is
an important cause to you and you
can't walk (because you are rehydrating yourself), you can make a
contribution anyways and they
will have a designated walker for
you. Those would probably be the
people who want to walk but don't
care enough or don't have the
money for this very important issue, but want to help those whom
it is important to. Or, maybe no
one will walk for you and it's just
a scam to get your money and
make you feel good about it.

Call it student instinct: lo.ts of
walks of shame happening before
noon and most people will be in
bed all day.

,Hypnotic Clambake sounds
like a strange name for a bad
band. Half right. Strange name,
yes; bad band, by no means at all.
Interesting but not bad. It
wouldn't be in this section if it
was bad, OK, maybe it would be.
Anyways, it is at 10 p.m. at
Ripley's. They won't be serving
clams, but might have beer and·
soft drinks.

It is getting to that point where
you know if you are going to like
a class or not. Or, where you know
if you are going to be able to
handle it and give it the attention
it needs in order for you to survive in it for the rest of the semester (10 weeks). If you don't think
you can cut it, today is the last day
for undergrads to drop those
classes forfall semester.

Yesterday was apretty wasted,
day. Better get your ass in gear
and get your stuff together for the
week. It is only three days long.
Remember, Fall Break. It was
mentioned four days ago. Don't
you read anything?

FORR°ENT
4 large room apartment. Lo·
cated on 3809 Spencer Ave.
$425 month with $425 deposit.
Please call 731-8717.

October 5
· · Taize Prayer is in Bellarmine
Chapel at 9 p.m. Don't ask, just
go.
· 164 Days until the big green
day (St. Patrick's Day if you are
an idiot and don't know what the
big green day is). If you can't wait
this long and need some Irish music, go to an Irish bar.
Start thinking about spring
break. It comes around quicker
than you think, and now is the time
to get those great deals to exotic
lands, or cheap beaches. And the
earlier the airplane tickets are
bought, sometimes the cheaper.
So, be smart, find a friend to plan
the trip.

The soccer boys are playing
Duquesne at 1 p.m. Psych yourself up about going to this game
and it will help you get out of bed.
These guys need support from the
students. It's part of yourjob here.
It's not all about studying. It's not
all about you.

c.lassifi·eds,
Classifieds are 25 .cents per
word with a $5 minimum. To
place your classified, call the
advertising manager at.
745-3561 ..
HELP WANTED
SPRING BREAK
PLAN NOW! Cancun, Jamaica, Mazatlan, & S. Padre.
Early.bird savings until Oct. 31.
America's best prices & .packages. Campus sales reps
wanted, Earn free trips + cash.
1 - 8 0 0 - S .U R F .S " U ·P.
www.studentexpress.com.

'i

.TUESDAY .
October 6

·,SUNDAY
October 4

SPEEDING TICKET?
How to beat it! $3.00 + sase
to JOB, Po Box 361463, Cleveland, OH 44136 or call 440-9544541. '

.

The Cincinnati Symphony
Orchestra is playing at 8 p.m. at
the Music Hall. All students
should make a~ attempt to attend
one oftheir many performances
because it will m.ake you a better
person.

October 3

HELP WANTED
NATIONAL PARK EMPLOY·
MENT - Work in America's.
National Parks, Forests & Wild·
life Preserves. Competitive
wages + bonuses! Ask us how!
Call Outdoor Employment Resources: 517-336-4291 Ext.
N55641.

MONDAY··
..

The fine and talented music department is holding their faculty
recibll in the University Center
Theatre at 8 p.m.

Ekoostik Hookah allows you
to merge into a culture that is
unique in many ways to modem
society. It is quite interesting, but
the real selling point would be the
awesome music that they will
present to you at Bogart's. The
show begins at 8:30 p.m.

LIFETIME REMINDER
SERVICE, NOTHING LASTS
FOREVER .•. WRONG!!! CALL
440-954-4541.

The ballet is not all about men
:- dancirig in tights. -There ·is more
to this art form. The Cincinnati
Ballet is performing "Lady of the
Camellias."·. This would .be a
great way to become more cul~
tured, since being cultured really
is more than drinkfog $1 imports
on Thursday nights.

L_ark Quartet. arid· Peter
Schickele are performing at 8
p.m. ·at the Cincinnati Art Museum. Part of their performance
will be a rendition of one of
Tchaikovsky's pieces; This is one
· ofthose things that will help you
become a more cultured person.
"Red, White and Tuna" is
performing at the Taft. It's one of
. those plays that you don't wantto
know what it's about until you get
there, so therewiil be no description of the play listed. It's another
one of those things that will cul.. ture you and make you a better
person. The worst that can happen is you won't like it.

FOR RENT
Female roommate wanted·
to share apartment. $217
month. Walking distance from
campus. Call n2-0909.

a

TEACHERS WANTED
LOVE TO TEACH?
Kaplan, the leader in test
preparation,will hold·auditions
next week for energetic people
. interested in part-time teaching
positions. If you score high on
standardized tests &. want to
'help ottiers achieve their poten$1250 F.UNDRAISER
tial; call Kaplan today at .1-888Credit Card fllndraiser for · KAPLAN2.orcheckoutourweb
student organizations. You've site at www.kaplan.com.
seen other groups doing iti now
it's your turn. One week is all it
HELP WANTED
takes. NO gimmicks, NO tricks,
For servers & cooks~ Flex·
NO obligation. Call for inforniaible hours. Mt. tookout Cinema
tion today. 1-800-932·0528 x65.
www.ocmconcepts.com · . Grill. Please call 321-7999; ·

SWIM COACH
Cincinnati Aquatic Club is
interviewing for assistant
coaches. Previous experience ·
required. Call Benson Spurling·
@ 474-9461.

HELP WANTED
. CINCINNATI ZOO Photo
Studio, fun part-time - week. ends, work through Nov. No experience necessary. All posi~
tions available.. Call (513) 5572998~
'

HELP WANTED
SPRINGBREAK Cancun,
Florida, etc. Best Hotels, Parties, Prices. Book Early & Savell
Earn Money + Free Trips! CamReps/Organizations
p us
Wanted: lnter~Calllplls Programs
1-800-327-6013.
.www,:.icpt.com.
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